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NEW RECORD SET ON McKINLEY IN 1988 
By Bob Seibert 

For the third consecutive year, a new 
record was set for the number of moun-
taineers attempting to climb Mount 
McKinley. Mild weather and few major 
storm. combined with the increased 
number of attempts to allow more suc-
cessful climbers to stand on Mount 
McKinley's summit this season than 
during any previous climbing season. 

There were three solo winter at-
tempts on Mount McKinley. One was 
successful. Vern Tejas, an Alaskan resi-
dent and Mount McKinley guide, be-
came the first person to successfully 
complete a solo winter ascent and 
return from the climb. Tejas climbed 
the West Buttress route, spending near-
ly a month on the project. He ex-
perienced very unsettled weather with 
day after day of low pressure systems 
bringing snow and poor visibility. 
These same low pressure systems also 
brought unusually mild temperatures 
to the Alaska Range. Tejas reported the 
lowest temperature he experienced was 
about -20F. 

The High Latitude Research Project 
received funding and was in full opera-
tion this season. The team continued 
research into the causes and treat-
ments of high altitude illnesses. This 
season they concentrated their efforts 
on three major projects. First, they 
tested a lightweight, portable pressure 
bag for the treatment of High Altitude 
Pulmonary Edema (HAPE). The 
flexible fabric bag needs no oxygen ap-
paratus, can accommodate one person 
and can be pressurized with a foot 
pump to simulate a decrease in altitude. 
Researchers found the bag to be as ef-
fective in the treatment of HAPE as low 
flow oxygen. Secondly, they examined 
the effect of vasodilation drugs on 
HAPE victims. Initial testing was quite 
promising and future study will likely 
result in an effective medication for 
HAPE. To date, no drug has proven ef-
fective for the emergency treatment of 
HAPE. Thirdly, researchers examined 
the neurological basis of Acute Moun- 

tain Sickness (AMS). Brain blood flow 
was measured to examine its role in 
AMS. Oxygen delivery to the brain ap-
pears to be a critical factor. Breathing 
of either oxygen or low concentrations 
of carbon dioxide are both effective in 
treating high altitude headaches. New 
techniques allowed measurements of 
brain blood flow and pulmonary artery 
pressures using nonevasive instru-
ments. 

Despite the record number of clim-
bers on the mountain, there were only 
12 search and rescue incidents. Two of 
these were helicopter hoist operations 
from the 18,000' level on the Cassin 
Ridge, where three Korean climbers 
were evacuated in two separate inci-
dents. The US Army High Altitude Res-
cue Team flew their Chinook helicop-
ters to conduct the highest hoist opera-
tions ever completed by the Army. 
These were also probably the highest 
hoist operations ever completed in 
North America. 

The National Park Service conducted 
three, three week patrols on Mount Mc-
Kinley, as well as numerous patrols into 
other areas of the Alaska Range. We 
continue to staff a ranger station in the 
town of Talkeetna where mountaineers 
register for their expeditions. A strong 
emphasis is placed upon the impor-
tance of environmentally sound exp edi-
tionary climbing and sanitation techni-
ques. Additionally, mountaineers are 
encouraged to remain self-sufficient 
and conduct their own evacuations 
whenever possible. 

INTERESTING STATISTICS: 
Record Number of Climbers on 

Mount McKinley: In 1988, new all time 
records were set for the number of per-
sons attempting to climb Mount Mc-
Kinley: 

1978 = 539  

1982 = 696 
1983 = 709 
1984 = 695 
1985 = 645 
1986 = 755 
1987 = 817 
1988 = 916 

Success Rate: 
562 (6 1%) of those attempting the 

summit of Mount McKinley, including 
15 to the North Summit, were success-
ful. 

This is the second consecutive year 
when no one reached the summit of 
Mount Foraker, 

Only two out of the 14 people at-
tempting Mount Hunter reached the 
summit. 

Record Number of Climbers on 
Mount McKinley During a Given Week: 
A new all time high of 326 climbers 
were on the slopes of Mount McKinley 
for the week ending June 4, 1988. 

Acute Mountain Sickness: 103 (11%) 
had symptoms. Of these: 

56 (6%) were mild 
33 (4%) were moderate 
14 (2%) were severe - The High 

Latitude Research Project reported 12 
life threatening cases of HAPE in 1988. 

Frostbite: 38 (4%) reported some de-
gree of frostbite. Of these, 7 (1%) re-
quired hospitalization. 

West Buttress Route: 782(85%) of the 
climbers on Mount McKinley were on 
the popular West Buttress route. This 
is the highest percentage we have 
recorded in recent history. 

Soloists: 17 persons registered for 
solo climbs this year. A number of these 
were able to team up with other groups 
once they got to the mountain. One 
soloist disappeared and is presumed to 

1979 = 533 have died on Mount McKinley. 
1980 = 659 Mountain Guiding: 300 (33%) of the 
1981 = 612 climbers on Mount McKinley traveled 

to page 33, please 
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A self-timed shot of John Harlin III on the summit of Mt. 
Robson before his harrowing descent. 

ON THE EDGE, 
The Perilous Moments 

of Mountaineering 

By Jim Vermeulen 

There is one tale of mountain survival that has 
grown legendary with time. Any American moun-
taineer with a gram of tradition can, if asked, relate 
the story of the 1953 American retreat down K2: how 
the seven man team, trapped high on the Abruzzi 
Ridge by a vicious nine-day storm, was shocked when 
Dr. Houston diagnosed their teammate Ed Gilkey as 
fatally stricken by a pulmonary embolism; how his fel-
low climbers sensed the impossible odds and the great 
danger of an evacuation down 9,000 feet of storm-
racked ridge, but without a second thought, prepared 
a makeshift stretcher for Gilkey and set off. In an era 
of incredible ascents and competitive peakbagging, 
this episode's rising stature demonstrates that the 
great moments of mountaineering are not bound to 
summits. As the veteran climbers featured in this ar-
ticle can attest, the most significant achievements of 
mountaineers are often those adverse situations 
which, with experience, soundjudginent and no small 
amount of pluck, they survive. 

For Art Davidson, the first winter ascent of Mt. Mc-
Kinley in 1967 was a magnificent personal ac-
complishment, but it is the desperate five-day forced 
bivouac he and his teammates endured on the descent 
which mountaineers still talk about. After gaining the 
summit in the dark hours of February 28, Davidson, 
Ray Genet and Dave Johnston groped their way 
downward. Rather than traverse steep ice in the dark, 
they elected to bivouac at Denali Pass until daylight. 
Before dawn, however, a violent storm enveloped the 
upper peak, nearly sweeping the climbers to their 
deaths and forcing them to scrape a shallow and 
cramped snow cave for survival. Temporarily safe but 
trapped inside by the screaming winds, they could do 
nothing but anxiously wait. As Davidson writes in his 
classic tale, Minus 148 Degree, 'There was no joking, 
no idle conversation, hardly any talk at all. We 
retreated into ourselves, silent, staring at the ice on 
the ceiling, staring at the ice on the sides of the cave, 
staring into the darkness inside our sleeping bags." As 
the storm roared into a second, a third, then a fourth 
day, their fuel ran low, their food supply shrank to 
nearly nothing and the damp cold sapped their reser- 
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yes. Teammates waiting out the blizzard at 17,200 feet 
gave up hope for the summit climbers and fought their 
way down to safer elevations. Above, the three were 
out of food and dangerously cold when, miraculously, 
the winds abated and allowed Davidson to hack out a 
cache of food abandoned near their cave by an earlier 
expedition. Because of whiteout conditions, they were 
forced back into their hovel for yet another night. 
Though already near their physical and mental limits, 
Davidson recalls: 'We settled in, determined to hold 
out another week if necessary but hoping, as we had 
hoped for the last six nights, that we could descend in 
the morning." Daylight brought clear skies, and they 
escaped, having survived by willpower and sheer 
tenacity one of the grimmest of bivouacs. 

The dramatic edge of mountaineering can some-
times draw razor sharp, with mere moments and 
chance separating a "valuable experience" from 
tragedy. Early in his accomplished climbing career, 
John Harlin, III survived just such a harrowing but 
valuable experience: 

"Sometimes in the mountains the distance to the 
nearest road doesn't matter. What matters is the dis-
tance to where you'll touch earth again if something 
goes wrong. And that can happen in a flash... 

"A few minutes earlier, I had been reveling in the 
climatic moment of my young climbing career. Stand-
ing, alone, on the summit of Mount Robson, the world 
was spread below as an endless expanse of peaks. 
Even so, my line of sight didn't stop at the horizon--
my mind was too busy wandering to alpine ambitions 
worldwide. Certainly nothing that I had just done jus-
tified thoughts of grandeur. I was alone because I 
couldn't find a partner. I had succeeded only because 
the weather forecaster was wrong and good weather 
came where bad had been predicted. My South Face 
ascent route had not been technically difficult. But the 
moonlit climb, the cold sunrise, the trackless summit, 
they all filled me with the magnificence of life. I would 
have spent hours on the summit but for the 

knowledge that every minute the sun beat on the fresh 
snow made it that much less stable. So with an axe in 
each hand I descended the upper serac-strewn 50 de- 
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Shortly before Art Gilkey was swept away in an avalanche, 
the 1953 K2 American team was saved by the ice axe belay 
of Peter Schoening as depicted in this illustration by Dee 
Molenaar. 

gree icefield. I was still sparking with elation as I ap-
proached the cliff band and hanging glacier. 

"Out of the corner of my eye, I noticed a snowball 
bouncing. That instant another hit me in the back of 
the head. Without looking for the source, I plunged 
both axe shafts all the way into the snow and hung on, 
face down. A river of heavy wet snow flowed over my 
back, tearing at my pack, never really crushing but 
definitely burying me. I felt my heart pounding and 
wondered when it would stop and if I would still be 
under it when it did, and then Ifelt the load lifting and 
the brilliant sunshine and the fresh air and I was free 
again. Alive. 

"The sun was just where it had been. On the 
freeway just a few miles away a driver might have 
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taken one sip of his morning coffee. And I was still 
alive, free to continue down the mountain. Only a mo-
ment had passed. As I resumed the descent, adrenalin 
was still coursing too thickly through my brain to com-
prehend what had just happened. But I was already 
changed a bit, already part of an assessment process 
that would continue for the rest of my life. The moun-
tains have a way of doing that. They inspire life. And 
they can take it away. In a flash." 

As with other risk sports, the evolution of moun-
taineering has always depended upon the ability and 
willingness of climbers to stretch the known margins 
of safety. Rapid high-altitude ascents are relatively 
common occurrences today, but the technique was not 
an accepted practice when Galen Rowell and Ned Gil-
lette pulled off a one-day ascent of Mt. McKinley in 
1978. Rowell, an accomplished mountaineer and 
photographer, had been impressed by the 1910 Sour-
dough Expedition where two "climbers," Billy Taylor 
and Pete Anderson, ascended 8,500 vertical feet in a 
single day to gain the lower north summit of Mc-
Kinley. Rowell felt that, with proper acclimatization, 
a one-day push to the highest south summit was cer-
tainly just as possible. 

Gillette's and Rowell's first attempt almost ended 
in disaster when a fall forced them to retreat injured 
from the peak. A month later they were back, poised 
at 10,000 feet on the West Buttress and waiting for 
clear skies. After a two-day wait, not long enough for 
proper acclimatization, they received a forecast for 40 
hours of settled weather enough for an attempt. Woi 
ned about contracting HAPE or HACE, they also 
knew another weather window might not arrive soon 
enough and decided to chance the climb. Resting for 
a few hours, they left their camp at 9 p.m. on June 9 
and by sunset at 11 had climbed to 13,400 feet. En-
route to the standard 17,300-foot campsite, which 
they reached at 6 a.m., Gillette had vomited from the 
effects of altitude and fatigue. A brew, some cheese 
and the sun's first rays convinced him to continue. By 
8 a.m., they crested Denali Pass where Gillette, still 
feeling poorly, announced he wanted to quit. Rowell 
cajoled him into finishing the final 2,000 feet. Two 
British climbers overtook and passed them at 19,000 
feet, and while Gillette's nausea subsided, Rowell 
himself began to suffer from altitude. Following a rest  

stop with the Brits who had already made the summit 
and were returning, Rowell and Gillette plodded 
wearily to the top, capping a 19 hour ascent from the 
10,000 foot level. Their "gamble" thus far had suc-
ceeded. 

Fatigued, they began falling asleep at rest stops and 
belays as they descended, and so elected to spend the 
night with other climbers at the 17,300 foot camp. 
There, Rowell could detect slight gurgles in his chest 
when breathing, indicating the initial stages of HAPE. 
Saying nothing lest they worry the other climbers, the 
next morning Rowell and Gillette climbed down to 
Windy Corner and donned skis. By rapidly losing al-
titude, Rowell's edema subsided, and the danger. 
passed. He still considers that ascent one of his finest 
mountaineering moments and attributes the feat fully 
described in High and Wild to "our cooperative ac-
tions, our mutual trust, and our common will." 

Not all perilous mountain adventures have oc-
curred while at grips with the peak. More than a few 
climbers recall ignominious river dunkings, 
treacherous grass slope tumbles and other dangers 
down low. Steve Roper, the co-editor of Ascent and a 
well-known rock climber, remembers suffering one of 
those not-so-greatest-moments in mountaineering: 

"In deepest Anatolia lies a small range of 10,000-
foot peaks sporting pocket glaciers and massive rock 
walls. Allen Steck and I visited this region in Turkey 
in 1971 to scout a trip for his adventure travel busi-
ness. Our guide was an Istanbul climber named Yugel, 
and we hired a few local men as muleteers. Our min-
iature expedition wandered through and foothills for 
a few days, then approached a rather intimidating 
peak--the Kaldi Dag. About this time I was stricken 
with a wretched illness, enduring bouts of diarrhea 
that left me shakey and shaken. One morning Steck, 
not known for his compassion when a good climb is at 
stake, laid plans for a big first ascent on the Kaldi Dag. 
I meekly agreed and wobbled for half a day over hill 
and dale to the base of the face. To me the wall looked 
like the Eiger, and I could see myself dying either by 
rocklall or from weakness. Too many bad omens, I 
thought, backing out and wishing Steck and Yugel 
luck. 

"I watched the pair for a few hours, marveling at 
their speed, and laughing out loud at the bizarre, mul-
tilinguel climbing signals that floated down. Then, 
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Approaching the scene 

of Steve Roper's adventure, 

the Ali Dag Range, 

Central Turkey. 

Photo by Allen Steck 

after squatting over a pile of scree for the fifth or sixth 
time that morning, I decided to totter back to camp. I 
was becoming badly dehydrated and could think only 
of crawling into my sleeping bag for the duration. 

"Surely there must be a better way back than the 
way we came. I thought: I must get to camp soon. So 
down a strange valley I staggered, hallucinating and 
feeling dreadfully alone. My only companions were 
walicreepers, lovely gray and red mountain birds with 
great decurved bills. Go for help, I told them during 
my frequent rests. Carry a message to camp. 

"I came at last to a cliffband several hundred feet 
high, and blocking the valley completely: Hoover 
Dam. Perhaps this is why we came the other way, I 
thought, but I can't go back now: it's way too far. 

"During the next hour I discovered uncountable 
dropoffs, retreating numerous times. Soon I peered 
over a fifty-foot wall and knew I'd failed. I finished the 

last of my water, crouched and squirted behind yet 
another rock, and let my mind drift. I thought of Muir 
on Ritter, Exum on the Grand. I tried not to think of 
those who hadn't come back. I tried to rest. 

"Of course, I knew I had to try the wall, and when I 
finally set hand to stone, the cliff was just middling 
class 5, proof once again that worrying about a 
problem rarely solves it--action is what is needed. 
With new confidence I downclimbed a few lesser 
walls, feebly trying to yodel amid waves of nausea. I 
collapsed at the foot of the wall, my stomach cramp-
ing and my mouth a cottony socket. 

"Half an hour later I roused myself--time to be on 
the road again. Around a corner was a rivulet, and  

around another corner I saw our gaunt mules forag-
ing in the distance. I would live!" 

Carl Blaurock, 94, now considers himself as "only 
an old has-been tucked away on a shell;" but is remem-
bered and still respected for his climbs in the Colorado 
Rockies, including 18 trips up Long's Peak. His most 
committing moment in the mountains, however, oc-
curred in the Alps in 1926, on the east ridge of the 
Weisshorn. It was there, while descending an ice-
covered ridge, that Blaurock encountered a demand 
often placed on mountaineers. 

"On July 24th, at 12 a.m., we left the Weisshorn 
Hut for the nearly 6,000 feet of climbing ahead. We 
were on two ropes, a guide and two men on one rope, 
and one man and a guide on the other. We reached 
the summit at 8:30 that morning. After a brief break-
fast there, we started down about an hour later. That's 
when the thrilling part started. We could look down 
more than 10,000 feet to the town of Randa in the val-
ley below from which we had climbed the day before. 
We faced outwards like walking downstairs, carefully 
putting our heels in the steps we had cut, making sure 
our center of gravity was directly over our heels for 
each step before preceding to the next one. All the time 
each of us realized that if anyone on your rope slipped 
there was no way of stopping and the whole roped 
party would be pulled off and plunge to the glacier 
4,000 feet below. Fortunately we were all well ex-
perienced and trusted each others ability. Slowly and 
very carefully we descended, and I believe everyone 
breathed a sigh of relief when we finally stepped off 
the ice onto the rocky ridge where it was safe to Un-
rope. By 2 p.m., we had reached Randa. This was my 
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The scene of Carl Blaurock's most thriling climb: the east 
ridge of the Weisshorn. Photo courtesy of Carl Blaurock. 

most thrilling climb ever, knowing that carelessness 
on any of that icy stretch would be fatal." 

Sometimes, making decisions, especially those 
with the potential of tragedy for wrong choices, have 
given mountaineers their most difficult moments. 
High on Minya Konka in 1932, expedition member 
Terri Moore was confronted with that kind of 
mountaineer's dilemma. 

Moore's mountaineering achievements in the first 
half of this century are widely known. Early climbs of 
Mt. Robson, the Carpe Ridge of Mt. Fairweather, a 
first ascent of Mount Sanford in 1938 and a third as-
cent of Mt. McKinley in 1942 are highlights of Moore's 
extraordinary career. During his climbing heydays, he 
was a devoted practitioner of "exploration moun-
taineering" and would never think of courting danger 
for thrills. But danger was forced upon him on Minya 
Konka. 

Moore and Dick Burdsall had succeeded in reach-
ing the unclimbed summit of that remote Himalayan 
peak, a mountain which for a time had been suspected 
of topping Everest in elevation. Victorious but weary, 
Moore and Burdsall were descending with Art Em-
mons, who had abandoned the summit attempt be- 
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cause of a hand injury. As Moore describes: 

"We worked our way down from Camp Four, Art 
handicapped by his hand gashed two days before. But 
with Dick as middle-man on the rope and I anchoring, 
it was not too difficult for Art. When passing the site 
of Camp Three and emerging onto the long level, a 
twenty thousand foot high walk-way on the 
mountain's Northwest ridge, we removed the rope 
where from experience we knew there were no crevas-
ses. With the wind blowing at us, I carried the rope as 
we walked along with heavy packs, heads down to 
protect our faces. Half-way to Camp Two Ilooked back 
and to my amazement saw Art lagging way back and 
still near the Camp Three location, seemingly doing 
somethingwith his boots. And Dick was half-way back 
to Art. I immediately returned to Dick. He said: 'Art 
thinks his feet are frozen and is in great pain; and I 
think my fingers have got it too from yesterday.' I went 
all the way back to Art of course. He was in agony, and 
said: 'I've had my right boot off; the foot's purple to 
the instep.' But he was walking. The three of us made 
it back to Camp Two, a near level march, in perhaps 
half an hour. But now before us yawned the twenty-
five hundred foot steep ice and snow climb down to 
Camp One at the 17,500 foot snowline. 

"Both of them were exhausted and in great pain, 
and their idea was that we open Camp Two, where a 
tent remained, so they could rest overnight. This was 
the only day we ever differed. I said: 'Absolutely not. 
Over my dead body. We do that and in the morning 
you'll be stiffened up, your frost-bites in far worse 
shape and both of you quite possibly unable to get 
down. We've got three and a half hours to sunset, and 
only twenty-five hundred feet to climb down. We ab-
solutely must keep on.' Fortunately, they were will-
ing. 

"But my worst moment was yet to come. Dick, in 
the middle, was veiy slow, fumbling with his ice-axe 
and rope, all fingers on both hands in excruciating 
pain. About a third of the way, perhaps eight hundred 
feet down, Art shouted back up to us: "I can't take it 
any more, my left foot is frozen too, and now is thaw-
ing out. I'm going down alone." And indeed he was 
taking the rope off. Dick and I now pled with him not 
to do it--but to no avail. This was my worst moment. 
What should I personally do? I was the rope leader and 
hence responsible. 



"My hands and feet were airight, and I was not ex-
hausted. My first thought was to take the rope off 
Dick, tell him to drive his ice-axe in, and stay where 

he was. I would take the rope and with it anchor Art 
down to Camp One, then come back for Dick. But no, 
this was wrong for two reasons. There wouldn't be 
enough daylight for me to climb back to Dick and get 
him down too; also I'd be leaving behind the man far-
thest back on the mountain, not only in trouble, but 
also as the least experienced of the three of us. I 

decided I must stay with Dick and coax him down just 

as fast as he could safely go. Art was very experienced 

and seemed confident of what he was doing. He 

should, of course, have been roped in a place like this 
(the same area where the 1980 American Alpine Club 

Expedition's cameraman, Jonathan Wright, was 

killed in an avalanche--editor's note) but the chances 

were fifty-fifty he'd bring it off and he was doing it in 

full sight, in full daylight. Ijust couldn't go to Dick and 

tell him Iwas taking the rope off him and then go down 

leaving him standing up there in that place! So I stayed 
with Dick. 

"Art did bring if off successfully. He made it down 

to Camp One where he scrawled a large, OK-ART, in 
the snow. He had enough light left to continue on 
down a steep rock couloir that by-passed the 

dangerous rock Pyramid and arrived at the valley floor 
by full dark. There, still protected in his high altitude 

clothing, he spent the night sitting and lying on a large 

flat rock. The next day, completely helpless, he had to 

be carried down and his long and painful journey out 

to medical care is another story, one told in Men 

Against The Clouds." 
In all of these experiences, the mountaineers in-

volved survived because of their abilities and judg-

ments. But what of the fatally stricken Art Gilkey and 

his dedicated teammates? Their determined descent 
from K2, though tragic, was still one of the greatest 

moments of Robert Bates' climbing career, not so 

much for what was actually accomplished, but for 
what he, with his teammates, attempted to do: 

"Nobody said much but everybody acted. Art in his 
sleeping bag was wrapped in the wrecked tent, ropes 
were attached at five points and we started our de-
scent. As four of us, two on a side, lowered him down 
a steep snow and ice slope, our hands and feet quick-
lybecame numbed by the furious wind. Bob Craig and 
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Art Emmons high on Minya Konka, 1932. Photo courtesy of 

Terris Moore. 

Pete Schoening scouted a route ahead, for this was not 
the way we had come up. Snow had made that route 
an avalanche trap. The new route, obscured by driv-

ing snow, now offered the only chance for Art--indeed 
for all of us to begin our 9,000 foot retreat to base camp. 
The wind never let up. It made me angry. Something 
inside me said, 'This damn storm isn't going to lick 

us. We're going to get him down. By god, we're going 

to get there." 

Despite heroic efforts, not all of them did. As 

chronicled in K2: The Savage Mountain, the impos-

sible odds won and Art Gilkey was swept away in a 
freak avalanche. Even so, the feeling Bates remem-
bers from that time speaks for many mountaineers 
who, in moments "on the edge," have brought their 
best to the fore. Bates recalls: "I have never in my 
whole life felt more fully committed." 

Jim Vermeulen, an experienced mountaineer who 

lives in Syracuse, New York, is currently finishing up 

a book which will be titled, 'Mountain Journeys." 
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Mt. Rainier — The Hard Way 
Text and Photos by Gary Speer 

We'd been climbing for 14 hours. Dave couldn't "Hey, Gary," Dave cried out, "we're lucky guys!" 
find a way up. He was trying to climb a wall of Iwas first cast under the spell of Mt. Rainier at the 
ridiculously loose rock. He'd no sooner grab a hold, tender age of 10. I went picnicing there with my fami- 
and it would fall apart. The way to go, I thought, was ly and within an hour or so I was off and climbing, 
an avalanche gully on the right. In its center was a trying to get as high as possible. My worried parents 
100-foot frozen waterfall, sent out an S.O.S.: save our son. 

"Want me to lead?" I yelled. But I was back by sundown, just in time for a scold- 
"OK with me," Dave replied. ing. I didn't, of course, even get close to the summit. I 
"I'm taking the gully," I said. "Watch me." did, however, get high enough to get a look at Rainier's 

I was tired and gasping for air at 13,000 feet on Mt. nordwand (north wall) and was mesmerized. At that 

Rainier's dangerous Willis Wall. The gully looked age I was into horror movies and carnival rides. Some- 

scoured; wiped clean of snow and dirt no loose rock how, the north wall looked like a horri1ing ride at 
here. Disneyland. Except that Mickey Mouse wouldn't be 

At the top of the gully was a sight that pumped my caught dead up there. 

body with adrenalin: a huge, detached block of ice, Mt. Rainier, about 80 miles southeast of Seattle, 

directly in line with the gully. "So that's why it looked would be the highest peak in the continental U.S. if it 

so 'scoured," I thought. weren't for one fact. It blew its top off a few eons ago, 

"Go fast, Dave," I yelled. "We gotta get the hell outta as volcanoes are prone to do. As it is, it rises to 14,400 
here." feet above sea level, only yards short of the highest, 

Dave topped out of the gully, exhausted. Ten Mt. Whitney in the California Sierra. 

minutes later we were a few hundred feet to the east. The mountain has been likened to an arctic palace 
I heard a loud crack and then a roar. The block had floating on a sea of green trees. And at 4,000 or 5,000 
fallen like a guillotine blade, dealing what would have feet (where most of the climbing trails begin), lush al- 
been a blow of death to any living thing that might pine meadows bloom bright with colorful wildflowers. 
have been in that gully. But we'd beaten the odds; our The scene takes on a storybook air: bright blue sky, 
heads were off the chopping block, glistening white glacial walls, rust-colored volcanic 
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rock, and a carpet of green trees dotted with pockets 
of red, yellow, white, and purple wildflowers. 

There are "easy" ways up Rainier. Stories abound 
about 80-year-old blind and handicapped ladies climb-
ing the route, but don't be fooled. Weather, altitude 
and other obstacles have stopped even the most fit and 
experienced on the "easy" route. Nonetheless, about 
half of those who try arrive at the summit. Sometimes 
that can be as many as 3,000 climbers. 

But the north side of Rainier is different. Everyth-
ing is long, steep and difficult. All but one route is 
notoriously dangerous--shooting galleries of rockfall 
and bombzones for ice avalanches. 

Named for the distinguished American geologist 
Bailey Willis, Rainier's north face was at one time con-
sidered impossible to climb. From 9500 feet on the 
Carbon Glacier, the wall of snow and ice, loose rock, 
frozen waterfalls and frozen mud rises for 4000 feet, 
at 40 to 50 degrees, to an ice cliff at 13,500 feet. 

The convoluted Curtis Ridge borders the wall on 
the east. To the west, the popular Liberty Ridge, the 
dangerous Liberty Wall and Ptarmigan Ridge com-
prise Rainier's nordwand. But the Willis Wall is dif-
ferent; its inherent steepness, danger and prominence 
represented a psychological barrier in American 
mountaineering. It is the alpine paramount of objec-
tive danger. 

Despite the common perception that the "ribs" of 
Willis Wall are safer from avalanche, Fred Beckey 
comments in his Cascade Alpine Guide, "These ribs 
offer only token protection from objective hazards. 
The danger of ice fall on any route should be recog-
nized as a constant hazard at any time. Vast ice 
avalanches have littered the cirque of the Carbon 
Glacier, and the wall likely discharged an immense 
rockslide in the early 1920's. The wall is the source of 
great barrages of rockfall when thawing diminishes 
the holding power of snow and ice." 

Northwest climbers first seriously considered tack-
ling the Willis Wall in the early 1960's. Most thought 
it impossible or suicidal, but like the Eiger's North 
Face in the Alps during the 1930's, Rainier's Willis 
Wall was one of the last great challenges in the 
Northwest. It had to be climbed. 

Several attempts were turned back by severe rock-
fall and avalanche. Then in June, 1961, a loner, Char-
lie Bell, claimed a first ascent. Bell's climb, doubted 
by some, remains one of the great controversies of 
American mountaineering. 

Dave James of Seattle nervously traverses under the huge 
300-foot ice cliffs atop Willis Wall. 

My first attempt on Rainier's nordwand began in-
nocently enough. Three buddies and I took a week off 
in late February, and almost on the spur of the mo-
ment, decided to give Liberty Ridge a try. In the dead 
of winter, it was going to be "cool." 

At the northern park entrance the sole (lone) 
ranger was less than encouraging. 

"Nobody's been up there this winter at all," he told 
us. "Last year a guy tried it alone. They gave up the 
search for him after a week or so." He paused and 
cleared his throat. "Some climbers found his body last 
summer. Seems he took a big fall and finally was 
stopped by a rock. I guess he lived long enough to give 
himself some first aid. Must have died after a few 
hours, though. Massive internal injuries." 

With those cheery thoughts in mind we bid the 
ranger farewell and began the 15 mile approach hike. 
Despite the horrors of the ranger's story, I kept trying 
to think positively: "It's not all that steep. Lots of 
people climb it in the summer. Hell, it's a mule trail 
then. After all, how hard could it be?" 
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Plenty, for the likes of us. Halfway up the ridge, 
feeling scared and insecure, the least experienced 
member of our group called it quits after three days. 
Since climbers do best in groups of two, I retreated 
down the ridge with him, leaving our two buddies, 
Rick and Marcus, behind. They were climbing into a 
windy, blue sky. 

It was a very long hike back to the car, and we were 
both thoroughly exhausted when we arrived. We 
drove into a small town searching for pizza, beer and 
motel rooms. 

The plan was to drive to a place appropriately called 
Paradise on the south side of the mountain and to pick 
up our friends the next day. Much to our dismay, 
however, they didn't show that day. 

Or the next. By this time, the park service rangers 
were taking notice. The weather had deteriorated, and 
they were overdue. 

In the early afternoon on the fifth day, the park ser-
vice received a call on their CB radio. It was from our 
buddies, Rick and Marcus. They were injured and at 
Camp Muir--10,000 feet up on the "easy' route. They 
had fallen some 200 feet down steep slopes and into a 
crevasse. They wanted help, but felt they probably had 
the strength to continue down to Paradise at 5,000 
feet. Immediately, we set out for Camp Muir. 

The plan was to meet them enroute. Clouds and 
wind took our visibility down to less than 10 feet. We 
yelled and screamed, hoping they could hear us. With 
daylight waning, we returned to Paradise for help. 
After dark, a park ranger and I spent some six hours 
vainly searching in a wet, nasty storm. We returned 
at midnight to Paradise, where in the morning we 
would mount a full-scale rescue mission. 

At 7 the next morning, we set out in miserable 
weather. 

Somehow Rick had managed to stumble into 
Paradise as we had departed. A man of stoic deter-
mination, he wasn't going to spend another day ex-
posed to this weather. 

Rick used a compass all the way down in the blind-
ing conditions, and gave us a good heading for where 
Marcus would be holed up. An hour later, we found 
him, warm and cheerful, sitting in his sleeping bag. 
Because of a leg injury sustained in the fall, however, 
he could barely walk. 

"You're a sight for sore eyes," Marcus blurted out 
as I approached him. 
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"So are you," I replied. 

Within minutes, other rangers from the Rainier 
rescue team were on the scene, and we had Marcus in 
a body sled, returning to safety at Paradise. 

As it turned out, Rick suffered little more than a 
black eye, numerous cuts and some frostbite. Marcus, 
on the other hand, spent a week in the hospital. 
Surgery was performed on his leg. 

As we drove out of Paradise, heading home, Rick 
recounted the events of the past five days. Before we 
even left the park, we were finalizing plans for our 
next big climbing trip to a remote area in Alaska. 

Itwas two years before I returned to Rainier's north 
side. This time it was for Willis Wall, a 4,000-foot rot-
ten face of crumbling boulders, frozen mud and ice. 
Ice is the glue that holds the whole thing together. Get 
close to the wall on a hot August day, and you'll see 
what I mean. Rocks bomb the Carbon Glacier beneath 
it, and ice avalanches from the summit's 300-foot ice 
cap unpredictably break off and deluge the wall. 

But when it's cold, the wall is relatively safer: 
boulders are more likely to stay in place; avalanches 
aren't as common. But still, you never know. 

Why, then, would anyone in their right mind want 
to climb it? 

It reminds me of a story I once heard from an older 
climbing friend. He told me there was a medical school 
offering $10,000 for a climber's brain. 

"What?" I said, increduously. "Why's that?" 

"Because," he replied, "they can't find a climber that 
has any brains." 

To me, however, climbing Willis Wall was a trophy. 
Not the kind you can put on your wall or hold in your 
hand in front of an applauding audience. Instead, it 
was more personal and meaningful. It was a trophy I 
could hold up to my mind's eye at 60 and think "look 
what we pulled off." 

But finding a willing partner wasn't easy. I was 
turned down a number of times. 

Then I thought of Dave. 

Dave was a 29-year-old Washington State Univer-
sity graduate who preferred living intents to working. 
He also had this wonderful, mad obsession with Mt. 
Rainier--one that sometimes got him in trouble. 

His last climb of Rainier was a difficult and 
dangerous traverse of the mountain. At the summit 
he ran out of water, and by the time he reached Camp 



Muir (occupied by rangers in the summer), he was 
parched. He knocked on the door and asked for a 
drink. 

The ranger obliged him and asked where he'd been. 
Proudly, Dave announced his solo traverse. 

"Is that right? the ranger replied, obviously 
unimpressed. "This is going to cost you $50.' 

Dave thought it strange that European climbers 
have received medals and awards for their daring-do, 
but poor Dave was fined $50. It seems that without 
special permission, soloing Rainier was illegal. 

But Dave was always ready for Rainier. So I phoned 
him. 

"Willis Wall?" Dave responded, "Sure!" 
That medical school, I thought, wouldn't be look-

ing for Dave. 

Or me. 

It was Memorial Day weekend, and the weather 
was perfect for a climb like this one: cool and clear. We 
hiked in with heavy packs and decided that, rather 
than going further with all this weight, we'd stop, go 
to bed early, and get up at 1 a.m. That way, we could 
go light and fast. 

But it was still a good distance to the base of the 
wall. Though we left camp at 1:30, we didn't arrive at 
the start of the real climbing until 6. 

Within an hour of climbing on the 40 to 50 degree 
ice, we heard a crack from above, and several TV-sized 
boulders came bouncing over our heads. We paused, 
looked at each other, considered our plan, and con-
tinued. 

Finding the best way was difficult. It was a big maze 
of ice, snow and rock. We meandered across the face, 
trying to avoid the absurdly loose rock. At 12,000 feet, 
we were stopped cold by a wall of frozen mud em-
bedded with rocks the size of bowling balls. It couldn't 
be climbed. 

We traversed to the center of the wall. That's when 
we encountered the "deadly gully." And after climbing 
the gully and only narrowly escaping with out lives, 
we tried to move fast: the 300-foot ice cliff capped the 
entire wall. But at 13,000 feet, the air is thin and it's 
difficult to "run." Perhaps an hour later (it seemed like 
an eternity), we reached the top of the wall. 

We had just completed one of the most dangerous 
climbs in North America. I was exhausted. Dave was 
cold. 

But he was going to get colder. It was getting dark, 
and we had no choice but to spend the night on top--
at 14,000 feet. We found a relatively fiat spot and tried 
to make ourselves as comfoi-table, and as warm, as 
possible. 

But staying warm wasn't going to be easy. We had 
no sleeping bags, tent, stove, and, worse yet, we'd run 
out of water. We had wanted to go light and fast so we 
could get up the wall quickly and hopefully avoid the 
rockfall and avalanche. But by going light we ran the 
risk of being caught out in the open--without all the 
comforts of home. 

The temperature in Seattle that night reached a 
low of 40 degrees. The temperature drops roughly 
three degrees for every thousand feet in elevation. 
That night, the temperature was probably about 0 
degrees on the summit of Mt. Rainier. 

It occurred to me that we could die. How ironic, I 
thought, after climbing this dangerous wall to be done 
in by the cold. Those gloomy thoughts were contrasted 
with what was an exceptionally beautiful evening. 
The setting sun was casting brilliant orange hues over 
the jagged silhouette of the Olympic mountains to the 
west. 

Below, the Carbon Glacier was pink with al-
penglow, and, farther down, the Carbon River valley 
was filling with a cotton candy floor of billowy fog. 

To the north, the lights of Seattle twinkled like 
diamonds. Unfortunately, I wasn't in much of a state 
of mind to appreciate the scenery. Within half an hour 
of stopping, Iwas shivering uncontrollably, and did so 
throughout the night. Dave and I huddled together, 
saying little. My dominant thoughts were of hot tubs. 

Finally, at 5 , the welcome sunshine broke over the 
eastern horizon, turning the snow pink, bringing color 
to our cheeks, and thoughts of life to our sluggish 
brains: we were going to make it. 

We descended the adjacent and easy Winthrop 
Glacier, and were back in our camp by noon. 

As I admired Willis Wall from camp, storm clouds 
moved in from the west, and soon the mountain was 
enveloped. From the direction of the wall came a loud 
crack and then the tell-tale rumble: another avalanche 
was sweeping the face. We had been lucky to succeed, 
perhaps even to have survived. 

When not climbing or writing, Gary Speer teaches emotion-
ally disturbed children. He has made first ascents in the 
Canadian Rockies, the Cascades andAlaska. 
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AMERICANS ON TOPO0 

Two Climbers on Everest 

By Stuart Pregnall 

Two climbers, two routes, one mountain. Ed 
Webster on the Kangshung Face, Stacy Allison on the 
South Col Route, both on Mt. Everest. 

What follows are impressions of both climbers and 
their climbs, based on conversations with them, other 
climbers, and the slide show they gave at the Decem-
ber, 1988 American Alpine Club meeting in Atlanta. 

Ed Webster, age 32, climbed a new route on the ex-
tremely dangerous Kangshung (East) Face of Everest 
in 1988. He was one of four climbers, an internation-
al team of friends who say they are still very close 
months after the climb. As with certain wines, the 
aging process has been good to this group. Along with 
Webster were Paul Teare (Canada), Stephen 
Venables (Great Britain) and Robert Anderson (New 
Zealand). 

By now, most climbers have heard of the climb's 
details. On the Kangshung Face, a small buttress left 
of the Lowe Buttress (first ascended in 1983 by a large 
American expedition) was fixed to the snow slopes 
below the South Col. Nearly 4,000 feet of rope laced 
the 3,500 foot high buttress; Webster described the 
climbing as 'fantastic and aesthetic, sort of like climb- 
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ing in Eldorado Canyon but on an unbelievably huge 
scale." From that point, Paul Teare descended due to 
an altitude sickness. The other three took off, alpine 
style, for the South Col and then the summit. Only 
Venables made the top (first British ascent without 
oxygen). Webster stopped just below the South Sum-
mit, Anderson 200 feet lower. Descent was hell; bad 
weather contributed to too much time spent at al-
titude, food ran out after the second day, and spurred 
on by memories of the 1986 K2 tragedy, they descend-
ed through four days of avalanche-prone slopes, even-
tually down the fixed rope at night, to Advanced Base 
Camp and relative safety. All suffered frostbite, 
Webster bearing the worst case. (There's an excellent 
article about the expedition in the January 16, 1989, 
issue of Sports Illustrated.) 

Being a small group, leads were shared in a 
democratic process. Webster commented that it was 
great: "There would be two guys raring to go, and two 
guys hanging around camp for the day." The next day, 
climbers would switch roles and partners, depending 
on how everyone felt. Bonding between the four 
seemed to go beyond the technical aspects of the route. 
"We felt that we'd had some sort of crazy vision that 



the route was possible, and we did it. It was very mean-
ingful to us to have created that route." 

When asked what preparation he had for attempt-
ing such an "out there" route on Everest with a small 
group, Webster commented that his experience on 
rock and ice in the States held him in good stead. "The 
background I had, lots of rock, ice, bigwalls, was good. 
Soloing a new route on the Diamond showed me that 
I had whatever it is that you need to follow through 
what you start." Webster also recalled his previous 
Everest experience. As a participant on the 1985 
American West Ridge Expedition, he didn't get any 
leading in but was able to be initiated into expedition 

climbing on a large-scale trip. The next year, he 
returned to Everest with Roger Marshall, who was at-
tempting the mountain solo. During that trip, 
Webster was impressed not only by Marshall's 

philosophy and goals, but also by the success of two 
climbers (Loretan from Switzerland and Triollet from 
France) who climbed and descended the mountain in 
just over two days via what is now called the Super 
Direct. "I don't know," reflected Webster, "I hadn't 
done any of the high-altitude trade routes, but given 
an opportunity to go on an expedition to Everest, I 
took it." 

The trip to the Kangshung Face was deliberately a 
small one. Anderson, who had been with Webster on 
the West Ridge trip, put the expedition together. Even 
though the Kangshung Face is acknowledged to be a 
monstrous undertaking, Webster stated that "after 
being on a large scale expedition, we wanted to make 
this a small one." Yet, once they arrived at the foot of 
the face, "we thought, jeez, it looks horrendous." They 
hadn't been able to find but a few photos of the face 
in pre-monsoon condition, and their route was based 
on slides shown them by George Lowe two years 
before. But they went ahead with their plans, and 
found elegant climbing on the buttress, "three or four 
hundred feet of 5.8 face climbing like you'd find in the 
Gunks," good ice and problematic route finding. "Each 
of us were able to lead a key section of the climb. It 
was great. It was the first time I had ever led anything 
on an expedition," said Webster. 

Despite the ordeal of descent, for Webster, 
Venables and Anderson, the bad news was just begin-
ning. All suffered frostbite and subsequent amputa- 

tions. Yet Anderson, at the time that this article was 
written, was on Aconcagua with Paul Teare; Venables 
was planning a return to the Himalayas; and Webster 
"had been top roping three times, doing some 5.8's 
with one Sportiva and that silly hospital shoe cast." 
When asked about future climbing plans, Webster 
commented that he planned to return to the 
Himalayas, probably to Tibet, but eventually he would 
go back to Everest "to come full circle, you know." With 
respect to his rock climbing, he said that he thinks 
he'll "be climbing a lot better" than he is currently. 

Webster acknowledges that the two weeks after 
realizing that his frostbite was extremely serious 
"were really bad." Oddly, it was Sherpa Pasang Norbu, 
their sirdar, who helped him work through his men-
tal adjustment. Norbu, who buried Roger Marshall 
following his death on Everest in 1987, told Webster 
that "life is precious above everything else, it is a gift. 
Having survived, you will continue; if you had died, 
your story would have been over." 

Clearly, Webster's story isn't nearly over. In addi-
tion to climbing plans, Webster has two books in 
progress and numerous articles to keep him busy. But 
he still intends to keep this trip in a special place, for 
two reasons: "it's nice to have my name associated 
with a new route on Everest; it helps get through the 
injuries. But the greatest aspect of the trip is that the 
four of us continue to keep in touch. I have no doubt 
that we'll celebrate a 25th expedition anniversary." 

The first American woman to climb Mt. Everest, 
on the other hand, was a member of a large-scale ex-
pedition up the South Col Route. In addition to the 
unwanted hype surrounding her success. Stacy Al-

lison has had to put up with some second guessing and 
even a certain amount of back stabbing from a small 
number of her peers. 

At the AAC meeting slide show, Allison said that 
she had climbed Everest because it was still un-
finished business with her (an attempt in 1987 on the 
extremely difficult Direct North Face route had 
failed). She regretted the animosity that had been ex-
pressed toward her and others on the expedition, and 
said "I climb for myself. I wanted to climb Everest for 
what it is, not to be the first American woman on top." 
Several weeks later, Allison still expresses the same 
conviction. 
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Americans on Top 
The subject of numerous articles and interviews, 

Allison has had to endure a flash of celebrity status. 
Although bothered by the hype, she acknowledges 
that it has opened some doors for her. When asked if 
she will accept when someone comes along with a 
generous sponsorship offer, she says, 'You bet I'll do 
it." On the other hand, sponsors haven't been beating 
a path to her door. Sharon Wood, the Canadian 
woman who climbed Everest in 1986, reportedly earns 
a six figure income based on her achievement. Allison 
says she'd "love to know how" Wood rakes in that kind 
of dough. 

Allison was a member of a large, traditional style 
expedition that ascended the South Col route. "I much 
prefer smaller groups that make alpine ascents," she 
said, "but this trip to Everest was a compromise. I 
went back so I could climb to the top." However, Al-
lison wasn't part of the "First American Woman's As-
cent" hysteria that has captured some portions of the 
outdoor press. "I paid to go on this trip. I didn't help 
raise money because I couldn't get excited about the 
thing about possibly being the first American woman 
on top." 

Her memories of the climb are still clear. "I'd been 
to 26,500 feet the year before, but I was real curious 
about the last 3,000 feet." Her use of oxygen on Everest 
was consistent with her cautious character and enjoy-
ment of many different facets of life. "Missing fingers, 
you can't kayak or play a piano, and I like to walk on 
mossy rock, to feel the grip with my toes. I didn't want 
to take the risk of losing those things." 

Allison, who has been climbing for a dozen years or 
so, has the experience to know what risks she was 
taking. A veteran of climbs all over the world, she has 
in her back yard the Cascades and Canadian Rockies. 
She has climbed in Alaska, Peru, the Soviet Union, 
and went to Nepal twice (Everest in 1987, Ama 
Dablam in 1982) before her successful ascent of 
Everest. Experienced in all forms of climbing, she 
doesn't have a favorite. 

In conversation about the future, Allison said that 
Everest will be a stepping stone in her life experience, 
"just another peak I've climbed." Plans include a small 
group expedition to Manaslu in 1990 "with no fixed 
ropes, just a few climbers, in a remote part of Nepal." 
However, despite her recent achievement on Everest, 
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Allison feels that being invited on small expeditions 
still will be difficult. "There aren't that many small 
American expeditions to begin with, and there are 
even fewer small expeditions with women climbers," 
she observed. When asked about that impression, it is 
clear that Allison feels that there are many factors 
limiting women climbers' participation in expedi-
tions, but that the situation may be improving. 

The subject of a few snidely opinionated articles, 
Allison initially was hesitant to be interviewed for 
Summit. Her strength as an individual, however, has 
overcome any recriminations about those articles. "I 
thought about it for a long time. Take Dick Bass; he 
admits to climbing Everest only with Dave 
Breashears' help as a guide. But you can't deny that 
Bass climbed Everest. Everyone who has climbed 
Everest has done it in his or her own style, depending 
on the situation: it's a personal thing." Her own feel-
ings about her achievement are pretty clear: "Good. I 
feel real good about it." Further, the majority of clim-
bers have been supportive of her ascent. "They under-
stand that I'm a climber who happens to be a woman, 
and they're happy for me as a climber first." 

Peggy Luce, the Seattle climber/bicycle messenger 
who ascended Everest after Allison, is counted among 
her good friends these days. "We keep in touch. Not 
as much as we'd like to, but you never keep in touch 
as much as you'd like to," said Allison. 

Having just hit the age of 30, Allison has lots of 
mountains left. Although she admits to having plans 
in addition to mountains, it's clear that she will never 
be far from climbing in some form. 

Two climbers, two routes, one mountain. Each 
have memories, each have friends, each have scars, 
and each have futures. Both Webster and Allison are 
now numbered among the Everest "elite," and rightly 
so. Both accomplished something that the rest of us 
only dream about: Webster was part of a team that 
climbed a new route on Everest, Allison was the first 
American woman to climb Everest. Yet both are still, 
in their own words, "just climbers." Maybe that's why 
we go to the mountains, where, for brief periods of 
time, we're equal partners on a rope, just climbers. 

Stuart Pregnall, an active member of the American 
Alpine Club's access committee, climbs primarily on 
the east coast. 
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Stephen Venables on the Neverest Buttress Route on the East Face of Everest. 

Photograph courtesy of Eastman Kodak.. 



THE NORT FACE OF 
GANNETT PEA K: 

A Classic Route on Wyoming's Obscure Giant 

Text and Photos by Dan Heidenreich 

The Wind River Mountains rise gradually out of 
the high desert plains of west-central Wyoming to the 
snow-capped crown of Gannett Peak, the state's 
highest, at 13,804 feet. The southern reaches of the 
range are a rock climber's fantasyland with clean, 
knobby quartz monzonite walls and towers adorning 
the heads of dozens of cirques. The northern region 
has its share of big walls, but is much more glaciated 
and has a greater appeal to the alpinist and mountain 
hiker. 

The Wind River's early mountaineering history 
reads much like that of other ranges in the Rockies. 
The earliest recorded ascents were by surveyors and 
other government-sponsored explorers in the mid 
1800's. For the most part, these climbers were per-
forming contractual obligations and were not in quest 
of aesthetic, challenging lines of ascent. 

In August of 1842, surveyor John C. Fremont, ac-
companied by guide Kit Carson, went on a non-busi-
ness climbing excursion. They chalked-up a number 
of first ascents, one of which they named the Snow 
Peak and called it 'the highest peak in the Rockies." 
This peak today is Fremont Peak at 13,745 feet (59 
feet short of Gannett's height). With its great visual 
prominence towering over the Titcomb Basin and 
points west, it is understandable that Fremont Peak 
could be mistaken as the highest mountain in the 
range. 
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High points in ranges, whether obvious or ap-
parent, are commonly the focus of early intense climb-
ing interest. It is for this reason that peaks like 
Fremont Peak and the Grand Teton (less than 100 
miles to the northwest) received notable attention 
from climbers long before Gannett's first ascent by 
Floyd Stahinaker and Arthur Tate in 1922. Gannett 
is surrounded by high peaks, tucked far into the north-
ern interior of the Winds, and is quite obscure when 
viewed from outlying regions. 

Guidebook writer, Joe Kelsey, describes Gannett 
as probably "the most alpine mountain in the 
American Rockies." Five of the largest glaciers in the 
Rocky Mountain states drape its shoulders. Even its 
easiest and most travelled route, the Gooseneck 
Ridge, involves the negotiation of crevasses and some 
steep snow climbing. 

The shortest approach to Gannett, the Ink Wells 
Trail, is the least often used. The trail is eight and a 
half miles long and begins on the Wind River Indian 
Reservation, which occupies the central section of the 
northeast side of the range. A permit is required for 
trailhead access on the reservation. When I inquired, 
I was told a permit involved hiring an authorized In-
dian guide for the visit. 

Probably the most frequently used trail to Gannett 
begins at Elkhart Park, enters Titcomb Basin and 



crosses Dinwoody Pass. Most parties base camp in the 
Titcomb Basin, 15 miles from Elkhart Park, and 
hump it over Dinwoody Pass with lighter packs on the 
day of their Gannett climb. 

The longest but most elegant trail to Gannett, the 
Glacier Trail, starts at Trail Lake Ranch near Dubois 
about 25 miles north of Gannett Peak. My two 
partners and I chose this long, strenuous hike as the 
approach to our route up the north face of Gannett 
mostly because of the novelty of it. In retrospect, this 
scenic hike was in itself an adventure that, combined 
with a climb on Gannett, yielded a classic Wind River 
experience. 

The first day on the Glacier Trail was spent getting 
over the 10,895-foot saddle between Goat Flat and 
Arrow Mountain and negotiating the tedious ups and 
downs and tight switchbacks around Phillips and 
Double Lakes. Midway through the second day of the 
hike, some 20 miles from the trailhead, we still had 
not yet even gotten a glimpse of Gannett Peak. Even-
tually the trail began to parallel the milky, glacial-
floured water of Dinwoody Creek. This creek drains 
the Dinwoody Glacier system which covers Gannett 
Peak. Though the topo map told us we were still half 
a day away from our base camp, we were encouraged 
by this first indication of our nearness to the glaciers. 

Finally, at the end of a long, swampy meadow just 
a couple of miles from our base camp destination, we 
got the first look at our objective. I could hardly watch 
where Iwas walking as my eyes kept darting up at the 
full 3,000 foot vertical sweep of Gannett's north face. 
A half hour later I was still trying to sneak a glance at 
the face between every third or fourth step. I thought 
then that if the weather allowed, this route would be 
worth all the effort of the two-day approach. 

Just before we got to our camp in the Floyd Wilson 
Meadows, we got caught in a brutal hail storm that 
degenerated somewhat into a night of fierce rain. This 
was my third trip to the Winds. On my first two trips, 
my plans were altered drastically by bad weather. 
Even though my experiences to this point left me with 
grave doubts that Wind River weather could ever be 
good for very long, it seems not all climbers have been 
so unfortunate. In a week in July, 1929, Kenneth 
Henderson, Henry Hall and Robert Underhill made a 
little peak bagging venture into the Gannett region. 
The first day they made the first ascent of the north  

face of Gannett. The following five days were spent 
doing new routes on Turret, Warren, Doublet, Din-
woody and the Sphinx. Two of these peaks had never 
before been climbed by any route. 

The north face route is a fairly direct snow climb 
up Gannett Glacier. The glacier extends from just 
above timberline to a rock band in the middle of the 
summit headwall. From there the route can take a 
number of possible variations through the short cliff 
and continue up lower angle snow to the summit. 

We got a pre-dawn start; with headlamps blazing 
we picked our way up the scant trail to timberline and 
onto the snow. Crampons now lashed to boots and ice 
axes in hands, we began the monotonous exhilaration 
of climbing the lowest reaches of Gannett Glacier. A 
glacier or snowfield of a constant angle is truly a 
monotonous thing to climb--each foot crosses the 
other in identical repetition, head is hung low, breath-
ing is heavy and regular. Yet, as you zig-zag your way 
up the snow slope there is exhilaration in knowing you 
are in the mountains. This is the romance of high 
mountaineering--the crunching of frozen snow under 
foot, the coolness of the air entering your lungs on 
each deep breath, the long shadows slowly giving way 
to the pink early morning blanket of light. The first 
thousand vertical feet were entirely free from crevasse 
danger; so we walked safely unroped a good distance 
apart from one another. We each, in our own way, 
were getting tuned in to this alpine environment--
each imprinting, in our own way, the future memories 
of this glorious morning. 

About two-thirds of the way up the glacier it sort 
of plateaued for a section. The climbing here was real-
ly nothing more than walking across a broad, flat 
glacier shelf. This granted us long, unobstructed views 
to the northwest along the many small, intercon-
nected glaciers that collectively comprise the Din-
woody Glaciers. On this platform we were on our own 
tiny Columbia Icefield or Baltoro Glacier. The world 
was awhite ice shield with jagged spires and nunataks 
scattered about for contrast. We had gotten to this 
point quickly, but above us lay the crux of the entire 
trip. The bergschrund and the rock band below the 
summit were the only barriers remaining between us 
and our goal. 

We originally wanted to take as direct a line as pos-
sible through the rock band to the summit. From a 

to page 20, please 
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Rick Reese and Roger Spaulding traversing summit ridge. 

The North Face 

Rock band below summit. 

Rich Reese climbing. 
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Rick Reese climbing 

through rock band below summit. 

A Gannett Peak 

Rick Reese on Gannett Glacier. 
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North Face of Gannett Peak 
from page 17 

distance this option appeared simple; but the 
bergschrund crossing proved a little more problematic 
than expected. We were forced to cross the crevasse 
on the far left side of the face. Rather than walking on 
old frozen snow, as lower on the glacier, we found our-
selves now wallowing in knee-deep muck rapidly 
turning to slush under a hot noon sun. 

We postholed across the 45 degree angle slope to a 
rock rib on the right margin of the face. Nut place-
ments in the rock, we hoped, would give us some 
protection from any sliding of this heavy recent snow 
on the old glacier surface below. A few pitches up 
brought us to the rock band. Rich and I lead a couple 
of mixed, mid-fifth class pitches through the cliff fol-
lowed by Roger's steep snow pitch. Finally, some 
gentle-angle snow climbing lead to the top. 

Gannett's summit is perennially covered with 
snow and on this July afternoon was a comfortable, 
relaxing, satis15ing place to be. Scattered cottony 
cumulus clouds floated lazily in an otherwise flawless-
ly calm blue sky. We enjoyed fantastic views out over 
the entire northwest quadrant of Wyoming. The 
Tetons stood out sharply in contrast to the benign 
landscape surrounding them. Even though we were 
aware of the work that remained in descending the 
Gooseneck Ridge and Glacier, we took ourtime on the 
summit. There was plenty of daylight left and the 
weather was not even a slight threat--a luxurious 
situation when on the summit of such a splendid peak 
as this. 

The following morning, as we broke base camp and 
started our hike out, we found ourselves trying to 
retrace our route up the north face. It was not im-
mediately apparent from such a distance, but the 
upper face definitely looked different. Suddenly, we 
realized that a slab avalanche had occurred some time 
after we summitted, ridding the entire upper face of 
the three-day-old snow we had just climbed through. 
As it turned out, we made a prudent decision by op-
ting for a longer, safer route to the summit rather than 
the more appealing line straight up the middle of the 
face. 
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We discussed the avalanche among the other 
aspects of the climb on the two-day hike out. We had 
all done much harder climbs. We had all done trips 
which involved a much higher climbing-to-walking 
ratio than this one. But we all agreed that Gannett of-
fers a great deal more than just several choices of 
climbing routes. It requires one to be in the mountains 
for awhile--it demands it--it allows it. For although it 
is another type of experience and challenge to run up 
a big mountain and back in a day or to buzz out to a 
favorite rock climbing area and get in as many pitches 
as a three-day weekend allows, Gannett will cause one 
to become absorbed in its alpine atmosphere. The 
geographic position of Gannett will at least for awhile 
shelter it from attempts to degrade it to a mere track 
and field event--and obstacle course. Climbers doing 
Gannett will find the trip a somewhat slow-paced, 
lengthy and beautifully classic mountaineering ex-
perience. 

Equipment Requirements: 

Most likely the route will be a snow climb; but be 
prepared for icy sections. Crampons, ice axe, rope, 
snow protection and a small assortment of nuts to 
protect rock sections should be taken. 

Weather. 

Gannett is done sometimes in the winter, but is 
easiest in summer. Early to midsummer most likely 
will involve soft snow on the route and lots of 
mosquitoes in camp. By September the mosquitoes 
are gone, and the route will have less snow and more 
ice. August is probably the driest precipitation month; 
but one must be prepared for heavy storms any time. 
Maps: 

For Glacier Trail approach: Gannett Peak, 
Fremont Peak North, Ink Wells and Torrey Lake 7.5 
minute U.S.G.S. maps. 

Guidebooks: 

Climbing and Hiking in the Wind RiverMountains, 
Joe Kelsey. 

Guide to the Wyoming Mountains and Wilderness 
Areas, Orrin and Lorraine Bonney. 

Wind River Trails, Finis Mitchell. 

Dan Heidenreich works at the Mountain Chalet in 
Colorado Springs; his work has appeared in "Rock & 
Ice" and "Climbing." 
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American Alpine Institute Ltd. 

But the Guideboolk  
I leaned back against the red sandstone of Boulder's 

First Flatiron trying to catch some early morning sun-
shine and appear nonchalant. Climbing partner Gary 
Koontz and I had been debating the starting point of 
a lower fifth class route on the flatiron's east face. 
Somehow, it looked harder than we had remembered 
it--lO years and two new guidebooks ago. Now, as we 
tried to match the view with memory and guidebooks, 
flashes of lycra on the trail below forecast the impend-
ing arrival of more serious climbers. 

"Look casual," I whisper to Gary. "We'll tell 'em 
we're waiting for somebody." 

"Super morning for a climb!" comes the first greet-
ing. 'You guys going up the Butterfly?" 

I raise an eyebrow to Gary, telegraphing him the 
signal to remember that name. "Well, we're going to 
do something around here," Gary asserts. 

"We're waiting for a friend," I casually add. (Small 
matter that the missing member of our frequent trio 
is 2,000 miles away and, at this very minute, probab-
ly staggering up the 10 feet of elevation gain from the 
beach to his front porch.) I leisurely sip some water to 
add to the relaxed atmosphere of the moment. 

"Well, have a good one." 

"Right-to," I nod. 

When they disappear around the rocky corner, 
Koontz furiously thumbs the pages of one of our 
guides. "Butterfly, butterfly. We can't be that far 
south. This must be the center of the east face route." 

"Uh,huh," I mutterwhile unwrapping a granola bar 
to further enhance my casual appearance. And not a 
moment too soon. Another pair of serious looking 
types descends on us. 

Determined to beat them to the question, I swish 
aside a mouthful of granola long enough to ask lazily, 
"Where you headed?" 

"It's published," comes the smirky reply. 

I give Koontz another raised eyebrow. Me thinks 
there is a mystery afoot, Watson. Does this guy in 
multi-colored lycra with chalk bag at the ready really 
think that two "old men" in baggy blue jeans pushing 
40 are going to muscle in front of him on some 5.10 

CLIMBING IN NORTH AMERICA 
Joshua Tree Rock (Nov-Apr), Bugaboos (July-Sept) & 

Squamish, B.C. )May-Oct) basic, mt., or adv. skills & ascents. 
Alpine Mountaineering - 6, 12. & 18 day courses including 

ascents & comprehensive instruction on rock, snow, & ice. No 
prev. climbing experience req'd. Cascades. Ecuador, AK. 

Summer Ice Climbing - Comprehensive coverage of advanced 
skills & state-of-the-art techniques for all snow & ice types. 
Previous experience required. Cascades & Alaska. 

Expedition Training - Himalayan & Alpine styles of ascent. 
Guided Climbs - 2 to 10-day trips on the classic routes of North 

America; all technical levels; beautiful alpine traverses. 

MEXICO 
Baja Rock Climbing - Basic. interm, & masters' levels, climbing 

& instruction on granite walls & sea cliffs above warm 
Pacific waves & sandy beaches of Cabo San Lucas. 

Volcano Ascents - Introduction to high altitude climbing & 
review of basic snow & ice technique, 1 & 2 wks. on North 
America's 7th; 5th & 3rd highest summits, 17,343' to 18,850'. 

PERU, BOLIVIA & ECUADOR 
Mountaineering in Peru & Bolivia - Instruction at basic & 

adv. levels & ascents on 17.000-21.200' peaks. Acclimati-
zation at Machu Picchu, Lake Titicaca, & Bolivia's Altiplano. 

Ice Climbing in Peru & Bolivia - For experienced climbers, 
a review of technical skills followed by a series of 
challenging ascents on 18,000' to 21.200' peaks, 

Ecuador - 2-week trips on peaks 18,997' to 20,561'; optional 
instructional itinerary. Acclimatization visiting highland 
markets & hiking on Equator; hot springs; Galapagos. 

Natural History Treks- 1 & 2 wks.; Peru, Bolivia & Patagonia. 

SPRING & FALL IN NEPAL 
Everest Area Climbing & Trekking - Including Gokyo Valley, 

Kala Patar, Everest Base & Lholse Valley; trek only or 
ascend Lobuche (20.076') & Island Peak (20.306). 

Annapurna Area Climbing. Including Marsyandi Valley, 
Thorong La. Tibetan frontier, trek only or ascend Chulu 
West (21,602'). Thorong (20,096), & Muktinath (21.021'). 

PATA GONIA 
Fitzroy National Park - Parkiand & glacier backpacking; alpine 

ascents of two peaks new Fitzroy & Cerro Torre 
Torres del Paine Nat'! Park - Alpine lakes. Patagonian Ice 

Cap; ascent near the Towers; trek or climb. 

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS 
Snow Physics & Avalanche Hazard Evaluation 
Medicine for Mountaineering - CME & lay programs 
Rescue & Evacuation - 3 & 6-day programs 

EXPEDITIONS OPEN TO APPLICATION 
Aconcagua (22.835'). Argentine Ande , F bruary 
McKinley (20.320'). Alaska Range. May & June  
Alpamayo 119,511'). Cordillera Blanca ,  June 
Huascaran (22,205). Cordillera Blanca June & Julc 
Salcantay 120.5741, Cordillera Vilcabamba July 
Ancohuma (21.905). Cordillera Real. August  
Ausangate (20.945). Cordillera Vilcanota, Aug & Sept 
Nun 123,410'), Zanskar. india. September 
Chulu West (21,060'). Annapurna Himal, October  
Lobuche (20,076'). Khumbu Himal, Novembet 

For free brochures call or write: 

Dunham Gooding, Director 
A.A.I., 1212 24th S-50, Bellingham, WA 98225 

Employment Opportunities 

The American Alpine Institute is accepting applications for seasonal and full-
time positions as Instructor/Guide beginning summer, 1989. The positions 
include instruction and guiding in the US during the first season, and the 
possibility of work abroad normally by the second season of empioyment. 
Interviews: Bellingham. San Francisco, Joshua Tree on various dates. 

For a pwspeutua and applivat,a,.  write 

Dunham Gooding, Director 
AAI, 1212 24th S-50, Bellingham, WA 98225 
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route? After all, we still think of a "friend" as the guy 
who belays you, not some newfangled camming 
device. 

"Well, it must be in here somewhere then," says 
Gary still thumbing the guidebook. 

'You won't find it in that guide," the smug one con-
tinues. As if we care, I think to myself. 

"We're going up to chase the sun," his blond and 
decidedly female companion offers. 

"We are,too," I smile, lifting my face further into the 
warm rays. "It really feels good this morning." 

A look of dread crosses the guy's face, but the girl 
laughs, 'No, no, that's the name of the route--Chase 
the Sun." 

By now, Gary has caught on. "But it's not in this 
guidebook," he grins, holding up the one he has been 
studying. 

That comment generates a blank stare, and the two 
are soon out of sight. Gary picks up the other guide 
and starts to juggle the two of them. "How did we get 
up these things before all of these guides?" 

How indeed? What was it like to be sailing west in 
1492 without at least one Sierra totebook in your kit? 
In truth, of course, guidebooks are far older than the 
printed word, dating back to early hieroglyphics on 
cave walls and those lodestar objects which are the 
stuff of any Indiana Jones adventure. 

Later, English colonists strung along the Atlantic 
seaboard could hardly cast an eye westward without 
coming face to face with a broadsheet boasting of 
glorious new land to the west as well as the luxurious 
ease of the route. Present-day guidebook authors can 
take solace in the fact that D. Boone's name undoub-
tedly was cursed a time or two when a loaded Cones-
toga wagon pitched precariously through the 
Cumberland Gap. 

But guidebook writing really came into its own 
when gold and silver discoveries spurred countless 
newcomers into the high reaches of the Sierras and 
the Rockies. Then, as now, there were frequent dif-
ferences of opinion between author and user. While 
one Colorado guide boasted that a certain toll road 
through the central Rockies was the "best, easiest, and 
quickest route," one grizzled veteran taking a stage 
across it was heard to exclaim, "I'm no tenderfoot, but 
an old mountaineer used to danger and exposure, but 
this trip beats all, and my thoughts have been with 
home and God all day." 

By the late 1800s, the real mountaineering guides 
to the mountains of the western United States were 
the records of the government surveys and, frequent-
ly, the ubiquitous articles and books written by their 
participants. Clarence King wrote of his climbs in the 
Sierras in a series of articles in the Atlantic Monthly 
and then published Mountaineering in the Sierra 
Nevada in 1872. John Wesley Powell went from the 
heights of the first ascent of Longs Peak to the depths 
of the Grand Canyon, and the report of his exploits 
has been required reading for succeeding generations 
of river rats. 

Nathaniel Langford of the Hayden Survey wrote of 
the "first ascent" of the Grand Teton in Scribner's 
Monthly in June 1873, starting a who-got-there-first 
argumentwhich reverberates to this day. It is no small 
coincidence that five of the highest summits of the 11 
contiguous western states are named for those as-
sociated with the surveys--Gannett, Wheeler, 
Humphreys, Whitney and King. 

With the surveys complete and map blank spots 
rapidly giving way to ink, the seeds of modern moun- 
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difficulty hpenO lq 

ulon the season!" 

But the Guidebook Says. 

taineering guidebooks were planted in three seminal 
publications. (Forgive my exclusivity in daring to list 
only three, but as a guidebook author myself, I am ac-
customed to readers having a difference of opinion 
with me!) 

Although the author's deadly fall in the Minarets 
led to its posthumous publication, Guide to the John 
Muir Trail and the High Sierra Region by Walter A. 
Starr, Jr. makes the trio because it was one of the first 
guides for recreational climbers. John L. Jerome 
Hart's Fourteen Thousand Feet: A History of the 
Naming and Early Ascents of the High Colorado 
Peaks, originally published in 1925 by the Colorado 
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Mountain Club, is the bedrock for later Colorado 
guides and emphasizes the importance of historical 
perspective to guidebooks. Appalachia, the journal of 
the Appalachian Mountain Club so long and so ably 
edited by Robert Underhill, rounds out the seminal 
three as an example of the importance of moun-
taineering club journals as sources of early route his-
tories and descriptions for later guides. 

In my part of the country, the acknowledged dean 
of guidebook authors is the inimitable Robert Ormes, 
author of Guide to the Colorado Mountains, a book 
which in almost 40 years and nine editions has become 
the best-loved/most-cursed--depending on which side 
of the ridge you end up on--of Colorado's guidebooks. 
Ormes himself has taken it all in stride and has 
retained his well-known charm and wit. Who else 
could get away with his route description for the long-
feared Lizard Head in Colorado's San Juans: 'When 
you reach the base, take picture and go home." 

In the Northwest, of course, climbers refer to "Be-
ckey" in the same authoritive shorthand as Wall Street 
investment brokers mention "the Journal." In a recent 
issue of the Portland Oregonian's Northwest 
Magazine, Ben Groff wrote of a case in point. Groff 
stood pondering the route on Mount Rainier's Em-
mons Glacier when the leader of another party asked 
which way the route went. Groff replied, "Beckey says, 
'Go right'." The other climber, obviously new to the 
Northwest answered politely, "Does she? And who is 
Becky?" 

Fred Beckey is a legend. With a list of climbing ac-
complishments studded with names like Waddington, 
McKinley, Selesse and Devils Thumb, Beckey brings 
an unmatched personal experience to his books, Chal-
lenge of the North Cascades, Mountains of North 
America and the Cascade Alpine Guides. Is he a bet-
ter writer and climber than say, Messner or Roskel-
ly? Let's give Reinhold and John another couple of 
decades and if, like Beckey, they're still writing and 
climbing in their 60's, we'll decide then. 

In the Wind River Range, Sierra totebook guides 
with Joe Kelsey's name on the cover are apt to tumble 
out of just about everyone's pack. Climbing and 
Hiking in the Wind River Mountains sets a high 
standard for literature as well as pure guidebook in-
formation. Equally delightful reading is the humorous 
and insightful "confessions of a guidebook author" ar- 



tide Kelsey wrote in the 1984 Ascent. Among other 

things, Joe's article serves as a warning to prospective 
guidebook authors that including routes that were 're-
searched' on a napkin in some barroom is probably a 

bad idea. 

So much for a few of the legends, but there are now 
almost as many authors of guidebooks as there are 
people on Mount Hood on the Fourth of July. With so 

many guidebooks available, the question might be 

asked, why do we all do it? After all, despite whatever 
rewards there might be, guidebook authorship does 

have its perils. 

Guidebook authors are fair game for instant critics. 

Even as I write this article, my solitude has been in-

terrupted by one. Hearing that I recently completed a 
revised edition of A Climbing Guide to Colorado's 

Fourteeners, the caller noted snidely, 'Yeah, your 
route on La Plata got a friend of mine lost last week. 

He climbed the wrong mountain. Ha, ha, ha!" 

"Hey, give me a break!" I wanted to scream. "Routes 

don't get climbers lost; climbers get off route and get 

lost themselves!" 

Still, there is a presumption among many less ex-
perienced climbers that if they are lost, the guidebook 
must be wrong. A woman once chastised me for "mis-
labeling" a route on the map. She insisted that it 

should follow the southwest ridge. Indeed, there is a 
well-traveled trail on the southwest ridge, but my 
described route is on the west ridge--exactly where the 
line is on the map. 

A guide is, after all, merely that. Whatever hap-

pened to the excitement of route finding? Still, I must 
admit it is all too easy to blame the guidebook author, 

and I am not without sin myself. Climbing the north-
east ridge of Mount Moran last summer and believing 

my friend Leigh Ortenburger's low fifth class rating, 

we were perplexed to discover more difficult climbing. 

After several failed attempts to push the route up and 
at least a couple of chuckles about Leigh's description, 
we found that easier climbing really did exist on the 

northeast ridge--if only we would stop fooling around 

on the northeast buttress and get back on the ridge! 

This is not to say that even the more conscientious 
of guidebook authors don't get into trouble once in a 
while. Access changes seem to be the big pitfall here. 
Speaking personally, can I alone be held responsible 
if the county road department has dynamited one ap- 

proach beyond description or if one little typographi-
cal error-24" instead of "A"--has sent a few disgruntled 
souls 3.6 miles out of their way? Remember, folks, it's 
only a guide--not irrevocable and unswerving march-
ing orders from George Patton. 

But mountains have a way of changing too. Take 
R.J. Secor's thorough guide to the Mexican volcanoes. 

The snow routes of years past are rapidly receding (see 
SUMMIT, November/December, 1988). How's the 
second edition coming, R.J? The Wind River glaciers 
have also receded in recent years. A guidebook 

author's task is never done, Joe. And to think that I 

once pondered writing a history and guide to Mount 
St. Helens--seven years before the big bang--perhaps 

the ultimate change in route descriptions. 

Meanwhile, back on the First Flatiron, the crisp fail 

day is warming nicely, the dreaded Boulder wind 
shows no signs of appearing, the 5.10 climbers are all 

above us, my granola bars are running low, and the 

guidebooks have all been tossed in our packs. We have, 
it seems, run out of excuses. Gary makes the first sane 

suggestion of the morning, "Let's just find a route up 
this thing and climb it." His "friend" agrees and sits 
down to belay the first lead. 

Walt Borneman 's contributions to guidebook writing 
are "A Climbing Guide to Colorado's Fourteeners"and 
"Colorado's Other Mountains: A Guide to Selected 
Peaks under 14,000 Feet." 

p 
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TWO WEEKS IN THE BUGABOOS: The Rain, 
The Tent and Other Things 

Text and Photos by Kevin Marshman 

We reached the Bugaboos in less than a day, sightseeing 
across the Rockies from Calgary by way of Banif and Lake 
Louise. From the end of an obscure dirt logging road, 
awesome spires of vertical granite stretched skyward above 
cold blue glaciers, just as we had been promised. Dark 
ominous clouds were building in the west, signaling the end 
to what must have been a landmark event in the annals of 
Canadian alpine history: seven straight days of dry 
weather. 

Around midnight, the threatening sky exploded. 
Thunder roared down Bugaboo Creek and volleyed back 
and forth across the valley. Lightning cracked and the 
ground shook, bringing back childhood memories of Palm 
Sunday tornadoes in the Indiana springtime. Rain fought 
its way through the seams of our tent and into our sleeping 
bags, puddling on the floor and on the ground outside. By 
morning it was snowing, and we were floating in a sea of 
slush. 

Welcome to Canada. Welcome to the Bugaboos. Natural-
ly, we had hoped for the perfect trip. 

The Purcell Range of British Columbia lies west of the 
Canadian Rocky Mountains, separated from the main 
divide by the Columbia River valley. Peaks of the Purcells 
bear some resemblance to those of the nearby Rockies, but 
are best understood by their geological differences. Massive 
individual summits occur widely spaced along the length of 
the Rocky Mountains, while in the Purcells, less massive 
peaks cluster at the higher elevations in dramatic vertical 
relief. Here, the friable metamorphic pyramids of the Rock-
ies give way to walls and pinnacles of sheer granite. Near 
the southern end of the Purcells, these differences combine 
to produce one of the North America's most spectacular 
group of summits: The Bugaboos. 

To five unassuming American climbers of infinite 
resource and sagacity (not to be confused with ability), 
Snowpatch, Pigeon, Bugaboo and Howser were the stuff of 
dreams. These spires and their surrounding satellites 
promised, quite simply, the best rock climbing in Canada. 
From my armchair in Indiana, our trip had all the makings 
of a classic. Superb routes, the quintessential mountain 
landscape and, most importantly, the participation of close 
friends, was the recipe for two weeks of alpine bliss. Unfor-
tunately, add too much water and the ingredients don't gel. 

The comraderie of our particular fivesome began as a 
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twosome in 1980 on Mount McKinley, where Bob Cushing 
and I shared dreams and tent odors on a month long slog 
up the West Buttress. Two years later, Bob's brother Tom 
made it a threesome, sharing new dreams and many of the 
same odors on the southwest face of Huascaran in Peru. In 
the ensuing years, the threesome grew to a fivesome 
without ever leaving the state of California. Bob recruited 
Tim Martin to help Tom and him lead, and John 
Holmquist, an avid fisherman, joined to improve our 
cuisine and to help me belay. We were a well oiled and fine-
ly tuned climbing machine. 

By noon of that first day the monsoon had abated, 
reduced to a mere arctic storm. We passed the time read-
ing, eating and complaining to rich Texans in the nearby 
Bugaboo Lodge. Bugaboo Lodge is the base for the CMH 
summer helihiking and winter heliskiing operation. Rich 
Texans are the only people who can afford it. Contrary to 
published reports, the Lodge is not discourteous to the 
climbing riff-raff, provided you have money and spend it. 
The helicopter service will not, however, fly you into 
Boulder Camp. We know: we tried. 

Boulder Camp occupies a special spot in Canadian alpine 
history. This is the area which served as a basecamp for the 
climbs of the legendary Conrad Kain. Today, the Conrad 
Kain Hut sets below the terminus of the Crescent Glacier 
and serves as the modern day Boulder Camp. Kain Hut is 
run by Park Rangers who surely must be tired of climbers 
by now, but don't act like it. What the Hut lacks in am-
bience it makes up for with its striking locale and the best 
used paperback book collection this side of Radium Hot 
Springs. Unfortunately, you'll likely have time to read them 
all. 

On the following day, under clearing skies, we made two 
trips to the Kain Hut with enough gear and food to turn the 
mild two hour trek into a real grunt. Years ago one risked 
life and limb crossing swift glacial streams and traversing 
steep, unstable slopes to reach the Hut. On a previous visit 
to the Bugaboos in 1983, the Cushing brothers happened 
upon a dazed and naked climber stumbling along the trail 
and his dead partner submerged in Bugaboo Creek, victims 
of an unfortunate stream crossing. Since then the trail has 
been overhauled and rerouted. It even has a 20-foot 
aluminum extension ladder bolted to the rock at its most 
difficult section. 



If you like the sound of strangers snoring, you'll love 
sleeping in the Kain Hut. We did not. It smelled like a foot-
ball lockerroom if all the uniforms were wool. We just 
couldn't muster the energy to make two 45 minute carries 
higher up the morraine to the tent sites. Nor could we ig-
nore the convenience of stoves, pans, running water and 
the best backcountry toilet in the Western Hemisphere. So 
we spent the night in the shadow of old Conrad, staring 
down from his larger-than-life phogograph framed against 
the Hut's west wall. 

We were able to gather valuable route information, both 
from topos and from first-hand accounts. One group 
recounted their hair-raising descent into the teeth of the 
recent blizzard from the Beckey-Chouinard on South How-
ser Tower--THE climb to do. Twenty-two pitches in length 
and rated 5.9 or 5.10 (depending how far off route you get), 
the climb normally is done in two days with a bivouac on 
ledges below the Great White Headwall. This group was 
recommending we do the route in one continuous push 
while wearing full packs, suggesting that such an approach 
was preferable to trusting the fickle Canadian weather. 
'You know," they pointed out, "Peter Croft soloed South 
Howser, Snowpatch, Bugaboo and McTech Arete all in one 
day." Using Peter Croft as a benchmark to assess our 
group's abilities sounded to me like a good way to get killed. 

From the perspective of the Kain Hut, it's hard to im-
agine climbing anything but Snowpatch Spire, looming as 
it does right outside the Hut's back door, its telltale white 
snow slope ready to slide from its perch midway up the 
southeast face. Originally we had intended to do the 
Southeast Corner route, which at 5.6 was the easiest we 
could find. Then we noticed from the topo that the route 
was 16 pitches long, which the five of us could turn into an 
epic without trying. Someone suggested the Southwest 
Ridge, rated 5.8 with half as many pitches. We immediate-
ly changed our minds and continued through the topos. 

The Northeast Ridge of Bugaboo Spire was one route we 
didn't want to leave without climbing. Made famous by 
Roper and Steck's Fifty Classic Climbs, the route is the 
most popular climb in the Bugaboos. The Hut scene, 
however, involved seeing how many routes on Bugaboo 
Spire you could personally vouch for as being "better" than 
the Northeast Ridge. Not surprisingly, better usually meant 
harder. I say who cares? One person cleverly pointed out 
that the Northeast Ridge was on the north side of the peak, 
a fact that had not escaped me. "There may be snow on 
some of the ledges and the rock may be wet." Based on what 
I'd seen so far, all routes in the Bugaboos may have snow 
or be wet, and if we let that deter us we would never get out 
of the Kain Hut. 

The West Ridge of Pigeon Spire is a route, we were told, 
that should be used as "filler" on those marginal days of un-
stable weather. That sounded like a fair description of 365 
days of the year. How such an exquisite climb got relegated 
to filler status is probably a function of its 5.4 rating. In all  

fairness, it is spoken of quite highly. Also mentioned as 
filler were ridge routes on Crescent and Eastpost Spires, as 
well as the challenging McTech Arete, a 600 foot 5.10 route 
in the cirque east of Bugaboo Spire. McTech Arete is sur-
passing many of the nearby Bugaboo summits in 
popularity, apparently due to its appeal to rock hounds who 
eschew the commitment demanded by the higher peaks. 
Which brings up an interesting question. Why do people 
who don't like climbing mountains have to come to the 
mountains to prove it? They should be struggling in some 
creek bed of overhanging limestone in the south of France. 

Morning dawned overcast and clammy. We were the last 
party to leave Kain Hut for the tent sites of Applebee, the 
high camp area below the west face of Eastpost Spire. We 
found a rocky terrace just beyond the main camping area 
and set up house after first shoveling away snow from the 
recent blizzard. Scattered rain began to fall and the top of 
Bugaboo Spire touched the low clouds. While the others 
headed down for the final carry, I headed up toward 
Eastpost Spire. It looked like a filler day to me. 

From the summit of Eastpost Spire, the northernmost 
peaks of the Bugaboo Group are visible for the first time. 
Rising in bold relief above the blue waters of Cobalt Lake, 
Northpost and Brenta Spires are most impressive when 
viewed from this position. Climbs of Eastpost, Northpost 
and Brenta are a rarity anymore, what with the current 
trend toward difficult free climbing on the more impressive 
peaks immediately above Kain Hut. Still, technical rock 
routes exist, and ridge scrambles of a more mountaineer-
ing nature are plentiful. You'll likely have the summit to 
yourself as I did. 

Eastpost helped clear from my mind the fog of lethargy 
brought on by too much moisture. Shortly after dinner, 
blue skies pushed in from the west, crowding the ceiling of 
grey clouds eastward toward the distant Rockies. It was 
looking more and more like we would attempt Bugaboo 
Spire in the morning. In our enthusiasm we bouldered late 
into the evening, not stopping until our fingers were suffi-
ciently cramped. This is a bit like running wind sprints the 
night before the marathon; but having not worn my Fires 
in nearly a year, I felt justified in a little extra practice. 

Bugaboo Spire rises abruptly from the Crescent Glacier 
into a wonderfully shaped tower of high, flawless granite. 
Bold, sweeping cracks lead up imposing faces and classic 
ridge lines to the 10,420 foot summit. In 1916, Conrad Kain 
accomplished the first ascent of the Spire via the South 
Ridge. The crux of the South Ridge route is the now in-
famous Gendarme Pitch, a 5.4 face and friction slab just 
below the South Summit. Kain's struggles to surmount the 
Gendarme Pitch are legendary. 

Over 40 years later, the South Ridge was still the only 
established route on Bugaboo Spire. Then in 1958, John 
Turner, David Isles, Dick Sykes and Dave Craft combined 
to free climb the imposing Northeast Ridge in (what was 
then) an astounding five hours. By comparison, the Cush-
ing, Cushing, Holmquist, Martin and Marshman climbing 
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Storm clouds blanket South Howser Tower and head for 
Pigeon Spire. 

The new juxtaposed with the old: Modern climbing gear 
frames the legendary Conrad Kain in Kain Hut. 

Quonset-shaped Kain Hut 
occupies a spectacular 
position adjacent the 
Bugaboo Glacier. Views of 
(L to R) Anniversary 
Peak, Hounds Tooth and 
Marmolata are outstand-
ing. 
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LOY- 7.I)! 
Traversing from north summit to south summit along the airy summit ridge of Bugaboo 
Spire. 

machine took eight hours and set new standards against 
which 5.4 struggling could be judged. 

We rejoin our heroes the next day at the top of the Nor-
theast Ridge, just below the North Summit of Bugaboo 
Spire. After a 7 a.m. start, a two-hour slog across the glacier 
and up onto the Bugab oo- Crescent Saddle, and eight hours 
of roped climbing, it was now 5 p.m. Several different sour-
ces of detailed route information exist to get you this far;  

Roper and Steck's Fifty Classic Climbs and Kruszynka and 
Putnam's Climber's Guide to the Interior Ranges of British 
Columbia-South are just two. What you really need to know 
from the article is how to get down. 

Just before the final summit block, a short 40 foot rap-
pel from fixed slings leads down the east face to an mob-
vious rubble strewn ledge. Swallow the urge to continue 
down the face, or you'll use all your hardware and end up 
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stranded cold and disgusted out in the middle of nowhere. 
Instead, squeeze behind a large block and traverse across 
the ledge to regain the ridge crest south of the true North 
Summit. This ridge crest is literally knife-edged, and the 
traverse towards the distant South Summit is one airy ex-
perience, made all the more interesting by the usual stiff 
wind from the west. Don't hesitate to ask for a belay; you 
don't have to get down that fast. Besides, nobody in the Hut 
will ever know. 

The ridge crest ends at the base of a huge tilted slab lead-
ing up to a short vertical headwall below the South Sum-
mit. This slab would be a piece of cake if it weren't covered 
with melting ice and snow. I recommend you rope up and 
lead the slab to avoid a 1,500 foot slip to the Vowell Glacier 
below. Aim for the exposed corner where the slab abuts 
with the South Summit headwall. 

From here the top of the South Ridge is visible for the 
first time, and Kain's famous Gendarme can be identified 
clearly on the skyline. An awkward rappel from more fixed 
slings leads from the corner down the southeast face to 
another inobvious ledge. Traverse this ledge one pitch to a 
flat, comfortable stance on the crest of the South Ridge. 
Turn right if you want to scramble up to the South Summit 
proper, and turn left if you want to avoid eating supper by 
means of your headlamp. 

Your third rappel will land you at the top of the Gen-
darme. This is a good place to pause for hero shots and to 
admire the unobstructed view of the Howsers on the 
western horizon. Note, too, how your position literally 
dwarfs that of Snowpatch, now far below and to the south. 
This will give you an idea of how far you still have to go yet 
to get down. 

The fourth and final rappel descends the Gendarme 
Pitch and is the first move made since the top of the Nor-
theast Ridge that is obvious. Count on your ropes getting 
stuck when you pull them and allow time to climb back up 
and work them free. Then coil your ropes and downclimb 
the South Ridge from here, making sure to stay atop the 
airy ridge crest until the Snowpatch-Bugaboo Col is visible 
far below and to the right. From the Col, kick step down 
past the usual open crevasse and glissade to the glacier's 
edge. This should put you into camp around nightfall. 
Looks like you'll need that headlamp after all. 

Our mini-epic on Bugaboo took more out of me that I 
wanted to admit. Five miles daily through the streets of In-
dianapolis and an occasional weight here and there just 
doesn't cut it. If you want to get in shape for the mountains 
you have to spend time in the mountains. Instead of head-
ing directly for Snowpatch or Pigeon Spire the following 
day, we slept late and groaned away a beautiful sunny 
morning. After lunch, Tim and Tom left for the Crescent 
Towers and a route known as Donkey Ears, while Bob, 
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John and I hung out around camp, licked our wounds and 
stared at a rack full of Friends not being used. Little did we 
realize that this was to be our last day of dry weather. The 
monsoon was about to return. 

That night, layer after layer of thick grey clouds formed 
over our heads as a low pressure front moved in from the 
Pacific. By morning we could not see Bugaboo Spire, and 
only the very base of Snowpatch was visible through the 
steadily falling rain. I felt well rested, and found myself 
bemoaning yesterday's laziness. This day qualified below 
filler status, and there just weren't many things to do. The 
highlight came at mealtime, when we gathered around the 
cook stove, bantered back and forth about climbs of sum-
mers past, and tried to recall what summer was actually like 
outside of Canada. The ever present rain poured down our 
cagoules and emptied onto our feet. 

Oh, Canada. 

Forty-eight hours later, the rain slowed to a light driz-
zle, and mountains appeared through the mist. By noon 
there were subtle signs of clearing, upgrading the day to 
filler status. As we left camp for a ridge scramble on near-
by Crescent Spire, patches of blue could be glimpsed 
through the low lying clouds. Soon the patches grew into 
bonafide sunlight, and the gloom and doom we felt im-
proved to cautious optimism. Still, we should have known 
better. In the Bugaboos, blue sky is merely a fleeting 
phenomenon. 

Crescent Spire is the highest of a series of towers that 
rise above a long ridge bordering the eastern edge of the 
Crescent Glacier. The Crescent Towers, as they are collec-
tively referred to, offer numerous short rock routes at all 
levels of difficulty (including the aforementioned Donkey 
Ears). Crescent Spire was first climbed in 1933 by Conrad 
Kain via the snow and rock of the Southeast Ridge. From 
its airy summit, the distant spires of Pigeon and the How-
sers are framed perfectly between the steep North Ridge of 
Snowpatch Spire and the massive South Ridge of Bugaboo 
Spire. There is hardly a vantage point in the Bugaboos that 
doesn't offer an impressive view, but this particular spot 
may provide the best single view of all four of the most 
popular Bugaboo summits. Certainly the view of Bugaboo 
Spire is unparalleled. 

By the time we descended to the Crescent Glacier, clouds 
began to pour across Snowpatch Col at an unfriendly speed. 
These clouds seemed to form right from the glacier itself. 
Two teams of climbers on nearby McTech Arete struggled 
to free what looked like a stuck rope. Overcome by frustra-
tion and the cold bitter wind which accompanied the swirl-
ing clouds, the rock jocks retreated through the rain back 
to Kain Hut, leaving behind two ropes and a full pitch of 
hardware. The following day they left Canada several 
hundred dollars worth of equipment poorer, presumably 
headed for the south of France. 

The return of bad weather left us in a dilemma. Either 
spend the remaining days of our vacation in tents hoping 
for clear weather while relegated to the occasional filler 



route, or tiy to climb (within reason) through the bad 
weather on the peaks we had come so far to experience. We 
resolved to attempt the Southwest Ridge of Snowpatch 
Spire in the morning come rain, wind or snow. Naturally, 
we got all three. 

The day began like other mornings I've known, as the 
warm rising sun shone brightly beneath a thin scattering 
of lenticular clouds. We knew better than to be optimistic; 
the previous week had taught us otherwise. There's only 
one thing more frustrating than experiencing the wretched 
Bugaboo weather, and that is experiencing it with an op-
timist. If Bob, Tom, John or Tim had started saying things 
like "let's think positive; these clouds are going to clear and 
we'll be climbing in shirtsleeves by this afternoon," I would 
have cramponed them in their sleep. Fortunately, we all un-
derstood our misery and held no illusions of being able to 
control it. 

We could hear what sounded like the backwash from jet 
engines roaring over our heads as we kicked steps up the 
steep snow to Snowpatch Col. A terrific wind screamed past 
the Howsers, whipped across the Vowell Glacier and was 
funneled through the Col directly into our face as we pulled 
over the top. The force of the wind literally staggered us. 
We huddled on the leeward side behind some rocks and put 
on all the clothes in our packs. It wasn't enough. I couldn't 
wait to climb 5.8 rock in wool mittens and wind worthy of 
an Alaskan blizzard. 

As we slogged across the glacier beneath the west face 
of Snowpatch Spire, we marveled at the clouds building 
above the Howsers. I have never seen weather change so 
fast as in the Bugaboos. By the time we reached the base of 
the Southwest Ridge, half of the Howsers were gone and 
the top of Pigeon Spire was disappearing rapidly. Snow flur-
ries blew nearly sideways, driven horizontally by the wail-
ing wind. The sun continued to shine out of the east, still 
low enough to bend its golden rays beneath the advancing 
blanket of clouds. Soon it, too, would be hidden from view. 

Psychologically, the day was over. None of us had the in-
clination to climb through this latest sampling of the 
Bugaboo summer. We briefly entertained the notion of 
hiking up the glacier to Pigeon Col, a ridge of snow and ice 
between Pigeon Spire and South Howser Tower. But if we 
could no longer see Pigeon Col through the clouds, what 
would we be able to see once we got there? We stood cold 
and shivering, alone in our thoughts, not wanting to admit 
that there would be no summit attempt again this day. We 
could only imagine how strong and cold the wind was 
higher up the Southwest Ridge, and how much worse it 
would get once the snow and rain began in earnest. 

It was raining steadily by the time we reached our tents. 
Later we would learn that on this day a climber would die 
from injuries suffered in a fall down the West Face of Snow-
patch Spire. Details of the accident were sketchy; it was not 
clear if the weather had played a part. But one thing was 
certain: risks are taken, risks are survived, and risks are 
succumbed to, but risk taking remains an inviolable act. 

For the next two days it continued to rain steadily. Judg-
ing from the cynical bent of our conversation, you would 
have thought we weren't having fun. You would have been 
right. The subject of previous trips to Canada was raised, 
and each of us was able to contribute something to the dis-
cussion from our pasts. On a climb of Mount Robson several 
years back, I discovered that the grind up the South Face 
to the Ralph Forster Hut may be the most gut-wrenching 
approach hike on the planet. I recounted our eventual 
failure on Robson, and our subsequent success on Mount 
Athabasca near the Columbia Icefields. 

"Atha-what?" Tim wanted to know. 

"Ath-a-bas-ca," I enunciated. 

"Is that Indian for 'walk-up?" Tim replied. See what I 
mean? Cruel, unabashed cynicism. 

On the third day we hiked through more rain down to 
Kain Hut, primarily for the chance to use a sheltered 
bathroom and dry toilet paper. We were wearing our last 
pair of clean underware, a telltale sign that the expedition's 
end was just around the corner. We spent a good part of the 
afternoon immersed in the guidebooks and topos again, en-
joying the Bugaboo granite vicariously through the good 
fortune of those who found sunshine where we found rain. 
The climbs we would not experience were many and varied. 

The Kraus-McCarthy route on the West Face of Snow-
patch is comparable in difficulty to the Southwest Ridge 
route and more popular. A large dihedral is reached on the 
first pitch, and constitutes the remainder of the 10 pitch 
climb. This route en rappel is the best way to descend the 
mountain. On the North Face, Sunshine takes a 5. lOc line 
through a series of sensational ceilings by way of a nine 
pitch crack system. Currently one of the rave free climbs in 
the Bugaboos, this route rarely receives sun even when it's 
not raining. Personally, I'd pass on this one even if I could 
climb 5. lOc. To knowingly seek shade in Canada is to in-
vite discomfort and displeasure. 

The first ascent of the Howser massive occurred in 1916 
on the North Tower by way of the East Face/South Ridge. 
Conrad Kain once again led the way over steep snow and 
ice and slabby rock. Since then, all three Towers have been 
scaled by numerous routes. The aforementioned Beckey-
Chouinard on South Howser Tower is by far the most 
popular climb in the Howsers. The South Tower is also 

often climbed via the East Face/Ridge, purportedly in a 
normal day from Boulder Camp. I'd like to see that one. 
Any climb of the Howsers in a day from Boulder Camp is 
hustling beyond most people's ability to hustle. The entire 
Howser massif has also been traversed, led north to south 
in 1965 by Yvon Chouinard with bivouacs on all three sum-
mit towers. Call me if you manage to do this one. 

A cleaver of granite impressively divides the Bugaboo 
Glacier at a level roughly equal to Boulder Camp. Known 
as Marmolata (west) and Hound's Tooth (east), this hunk 
of stone could easily be the claim-to-fame of many a climb-
ing area. Here in the Bugaboos, it is almost forgotten once 
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you leave the CMH Lodge. First climbed in 1930 by (you 
guessed it) Conrad Kain, the peak requires some measure 
of snow and ice work to ascend. An 'interesting 15 foot 
step just below the summit recommends the East Ridge as 
the preferred route. This same ridge taken west leads to the 
summit of Hound's Tooth. 

Anniversary Peak is the first peak visible from the ap-
proach drive through the thick pine forest leading to the 
Bugaboo Group. Truly a mountaineer's peak, this pyramid 
of snow and ice was first ascended in 1916 by our friend 
Conrad. A classic crescent shaped snow face extends from 
the Bugaboo Glacier to the 9,650 foot summit, reaching an 
angle nearing 50 degrees at the top. Make sure to bring the 
necessary snow and ice gear if you're interested in Anniver-
sary Peak, and don't forget proper footware, either. 
Lightweight Yosemite hikers don't cut it if you are planning 
to spend time on the glaciers. 

Last, but certainly not least, of the major Bugaboo sum-
mits is 10,250 foot Pigeon Spire. More than any other route, 
the West Ridge of Pigeon Spire is the climb I most regret 
not ascending. Remarkably, this route was climbed first by 
someone other than Conrad Kain. On the massive East 
Face, Layton Kor and Ed Cooper entered their names in 
the Bugaboo archives with an aid route requiring 55 pitons. 
The enormous East Face begins as a 60 degree granite slab 
reminiscent of Glacier Point Apron in Yosemite, and 
steepens near the top into several difficult roofs that I have 
no intention of ever trying. The 5.4 West Ridge is my kind 
of route. 

Storms make climbers reflective and drive them into 
themselves. When storms get particularly bad, or last par-
ticularly long, introspective behavior is commonplace and 
communication is non-existent. This is how the Bugaboos 
affected us. On the following day we awoke to continued 
rain and dense clouds. We promptly packed our water-
logged gear and hiked out to Bugaboo Lodge. Even the rich 
Texans left us alone, sensitive to our silence and disappoint-
ment. Awesome spires of vertical granite still stretched 
skyward above cold blue glaciers, just as we had been 
promised. But after two weeks of struggle and frustration, 
the Bugaboos were nothing more than an illusion, an empty 
and unfulfilled ending to our dreams. 

The dreams of a mountaineer border on illusion. They 
are reckless things, seldom realized, a warm sunny day that 
may never be seen. But when you think it's all over, the 
dream is there, a stirring in your soul, the illusion, daring 
you to return. 

Naturally, we'll hope for the perfect trip. 

Kevin Marshman is a frequent contributor to SUMMIT. 
His last article on Mt. Sill's SwissArete appeared in the Sep-
tember-October 1988 issue. 
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LO he lookshelf 
AVALANCHE AWARENESS: A QUESTION OF BALANCE. 
Half-hour color VhS videotape, written by Betsy Ariistrong, 
Knox Williams, Chuck Tolton and Richard Armstrong, 
produced by Alliance Communications, Denver, Colorado. 
The sad truth of the matter is that, 'the places you want to ski are the 
places that want to slide." To help reduce the risks of winter back-
country travel, Avalanche Awareness intertwines personal inter-
views, footage of slides and avalanches (18 in all by my count) and a 
narrative loaded with helpful statistics and advice to review the three 
factors that affect snow stability: terrain, weather and snowpack. 
The footage of avalanches and interviews with survivors leave no 
doubt as to severity of the consequences when the risks have not been 
judged correctly. To help us make the right decisions, Avalanche 
Awareness reviews safe travel techniques, equipment, route selection 
and digging snow pits, as well as rescue and survival techniques. 
Many of the statistics cited are in themselves helpful in making judg-
ments in the backcountry: 30 to 45 degree slopes are the most likely 
to trigger slab avalanches; most people trigger the avalanches that kifi 
them; and most people are caught on a slope of less than 300 feet. 
In addition to providing much needed information and advice, 
Avalanche Awareness is both entertaining and artistic. First-rate 
photography of stunning mountain scenery and weather, beautiful 
skiing and skillfully edited interviews make the video worth viewing 
aside from its educational merit. Reviewed by Bob Rosebrough 

ALL 14 EIGHT-THOUSANDERS, written by Reinhold 
Messner, translated to English by Audrey Salked, Cloudcap 
Press, Seattle, 1988. 247 pages, extensive color and black and 
white photos and diagrams. 
On October 7 1986, Messner began the descent of Lhotse after reach-
ing the summit of his 14th eight thousand meter peak. By climbing 
Lhotse, he capped a Himalayan career which began with tragedy 16 
years earlier on Nanga Parbat. 
Following an unplanned traverse on Nanga Parbat which ended in the 
death of his brother, Messner set new standards in Himalayan climb-
ing with such feats as: the first alpine style climb of a Himalayan peak 
(Hidden Peak with Peter Habeler in 1975), the first oxygenless ascent 
of Mt. Everest (again with Habeler in 1978), the first solo ascent of an 
eight thousand meter peak (Nanga Parbat, 1978), the first solo ascent 
of Mt. Everest in 1980 and the first traverse of two eight thousand 
meter peaks (Hidden Peak and Gasherbrum II with Hans Kammer-
lander in 1984). 
Messner conceived of the goal of climbing all 14 eight-thousanders in 
1982 and thus began a 'race" with several of the world's leading clim-
bers, such as Poland's Jersey Kukuczka and Switzerland's Erhard 
Loretan and Marcel Ruedi. Toward the end, the race began to take its 
toll as evidenced by Messner's thoughts after returning to base camp 
at Lhotse: "It was all behind me at last. This was the morning I could 
start living the rest of my life. I felt light and free." 
Throughout his career, Messner has been a lightning rod for con-
troversy. A highly public climber by virtue of his achievements, writ-
ings and commercial endorsements, he is without question, the 
world's best-known climber. Unlike many of his previous books, the 
lavishly illustrated All 14 Eight-Thousanders is a fairly straightfor-
ward chronicle of his Himalayan career which largely skims over con-
troversial topics such as the bitter recriminations which followed the 
1970 Nanga Parbat expedition and his feuds with former partners 
such as Peter Habeler and Renato Casarotto. 
Without going into detail, Messner does, however, frequently lash out 
at his critics. Regarding his oxygenless ascent of Everest he writes, 
"As always, there were still a few who cast doubt on our achievement. 
We had proof of what we had done, but the wicked tongues really only 
stopped after. . ." WhileAll 14 Eight-Thousanders would be more en-
joyable if Messner did not feel compelled to make such counterattacks, 
it is nevertheless, the definitive history of his extraordinary 
Himalayan career. Reviewed by Bob Rosebrough 



with one of the authorized guiding com-
panies. The overall success rate of the 
guided groups was 63%. The majority of 
these trips occurred on the West But-
tress Route, but other guided trips at-
tempted the Muldrow, West Rib, Cassin 
Ridge and South Buttress. 

Foreign Climbers: 329 (36%) of the 
climbers on Mount McKinley were 
from foreign countries. 21 nationalities 
were represented: 

Austria - 14 Norway - 9 
Chile - 4 Russia - 1 
Holland - 5 Switzerland - 34 
Italy - S Canada-31 
Mexico - 9 Germany - 48 
Poland-3 

Hungary -8 
Sweden -3 

Korea-27 
Australia - 2 

New Zealand -6 
France - 26 

Spain-22 
Hong Kong - S 
Japan - SO United Kingdom - 17 

Ascent Rates: We continue to see 
foreign climbers ascend at a faster rate 
than is generally recommended to 
allow proper acclimatization. This year 
on the West Buttress route, foreigners 
averaged 11.25 days to reach the sum-
mit, whereas Americans averaged 15 
days. 

NEW ROUTES AND INTEREST-
ING ASCENTS: 

Mount McKinley: 
A team of four Americans, Rowan 

Layer, Randy Waitman, Jim Cancroft 
and Chuck Maffeii successfully com-
pleted the first ascent of the entire 
length of the Pioneer Ridge. The team 
spent 34 days round trip from Wonder 
Lake. 

A new variation on the Japanese 
Ramp leading from the East Fork of the 
Kahiltna Glacier to the 15,500' level on 
the South Buttress was completed by 
Andy Carson, Zack Etheridge, John 
Chakios, Chuck Crago and Bill 
Alexander. 

Eye Tooth (9300' elev.) off the Cof-
fee Glacier just south of Moose's Tooth: 

Tom Bauman and Jack Lewis com-
pleted the first ascent of the peak's 
"Ghost Wall". The climb was completed 
with 22 pitches in three days. 

Mount Dickey: 
In early July, two Austrians, Andy 

Ogler and Tommi Bonaface, completed 
a 51 pitch ascent they called the 
"Winebottle" on the unclimbed East Pil-
lar. 

Mount Barille: 
Ogler and Bonaface also climbed the 

East Face of Barille in 26 pitches taking 
three days. 

Little Switzerland: 
A new route was completed on the 

East Face of the Royal Tower by Jim 
Sweeney and Bill McKenna. 

TRENDS AND ITEMS OF SPECIAL 
INTEREST: 

Percentage of foreigners requiring 
rescues: Foreigners accounted for 36% 
of the total number of climbers on 
Mount McKinley. rrwelve  persons re-
quired some sort of organized rescue ef-
fort this year. Seven (58%) were from 
foreign nations. One of the two 
fatalities during 1988 was foreign. 

Solo Ascents: Each year we see more 
climbers register for solo climbs on 
Mount McKinley. This year 17 persons 
registered solo. Some of these were able 
to team with other expeditions at least 
to traverse the heavily crevassed por-
tions of the lower glaciers. The follow-
ing example serves to demonstrate the 
hazard of solo travel: A guide was 
returning an ill client to Base Camp, he 
elected to picket his pack within a pre-
viously used camp on the lower glacier, 
accompany the ill climber to Base 
Camp and then returned solo to 
retrieve his pack and continue on to 
catch up with the rest of his party. 
When he arrived back to his pack 
several hours later, it was dangling 
from the picket into a huge, extremely 
deep crevasse. The guide swore there  

was no evidence of the crevasse only 
hours before. 

Increasing use: For the last three 
years we have had new records set for 
the number of climbers attempting to 
climb Mount McKinley. The West But-
tress has taken the brunt of this in-
crease. In 1988, climbers spent a total 
of more than 18,000 user days on 
Mount McKinley alone! Over 15,000 of 
them were on the West Buttress. This 
is approximately the same moun-
taineering use which occurs annually 
on Mount Rainier. 

For more information, or to request 
mountaineering information and/or 
registration forms, please contact me. 

Bob Seibert 
South District/ Mountaineering 

Ranger 

Talkeetna Ranger Station 
P0 Box 588 
Talkeetna, Alaska 99676 
Phone: 907-733-2231 

Aconcagua, Gasherbrum II, Mutzagata, 
Matterhorn, Elbrus and more... 

FREE 1989 Catalog with 
over 50 Climbing Departures 

800 2272384ex.27 

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL B 
6420 F'airmount Ave., El Cerrito, CA 94533 

NAME I 

STREET 
I CITY/STATE/ZIP_________________ I 
L— — — — — — — — — — — — — — I 

New Record Set on McKinley in 1988 
from page 1 
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Dear Editor: 
I thought it might be of interest to your readers that the 
Navajo prohibition against climbing on the reservation is 
being seriously enforced. We were climbing the Totem Pole 
on 22 January 1989 when the Navajo police drove up to a 
spot where they could observe the climb and ordered us off. 
All of our gear (rack, ropes, shoes, harness) was confiscated 
and we were cited for trespassing ($100 fine per person). 
The Navajo police stated that they were specifically search-
ing for climbers while doing their rounds, even in locations 
not written up in the guidebook. It would be nice if this 
issue could be worked through a forum like the AAC access 
committee, but until the situation is changed I would sug-
gest that folks might be wise not to climb on the reserva-
tion. 
George Lowe 
Aurora, Colorado 

Dear Editor: 
In the caption of the photograph on page 28 Jan.-Feb., 1989 
issue of Summit it is stated that Mrs. Deirdre Roach 'be-
came the first woman to climb it," referring to Nevado Ojos 
del Salado (6885 m), highest mountain in Chile and also the 
highest volcano in the world. Actually she may have been 
the third woman to have done so. It appears that Maria Ines 
Figueroa reached the summit with two (male) members of 
her Club Andino Wechupun, of Santiago. Her report ap-
peared at that time in the press and was also submitted to 
the Federation de Andinismo de Chile. The second may 
have been the well known Chilean rock climber Claudia 
Bastres, who seldom reports her climbs and who was active 
in the area in the 1970's. Her ascent has yet to be confirmed. 
But Mrs. Roach is certainly the first American woman to 
ascend Ojos del Salado. 
E. A. Echevarria 
Fort Collins, Colorado 

Mt. ARI (ARARAT) 
WHERE TOP CLIMBERS CHALLENGE FOR 

NOAH'S ARK 
Culture - Expedition - Sport in 11 days 

Istanbul - Erzurum (flight) - Doubayazit - Climbing the summit 
in 4 days - Van - Istanbul (flight) 

800 U.S. DOLLARS 
-Mt. Kackar-Eastern Turkey 12 Days 800 U.S. Dollars 
-Mt. Kackar-Mt. Ari (Ararat) 16 Days 1050 U.S. Dollars 
-Mt. Arl (Ararat)-Mt. Süphan 13 Days 900 U.S. Dollars 
-Mt. Kackar-Mt. Süphan 14 Days 900 U.S. Dollars 

SKI EXPEDITIONS: ARARAT - KAKAR - SUPHAN - 
ERCIYES - TAURUS - BOLKAR 

TREKKING: TRANS TAURUS - WEST TAURUS - 

TRANS KAKAR - TRANS MUNZUR 
Best service and accompany of an official mountain guide. 
Please contact us for further information and detailed programme. 

j odori -t,our 
Halaskargazi Cad. 287/1, 80260 Osmanbey-Istanbul/TURKEY 
Tel: 90 (1) 148 84 37 . 90 (1) 148 80 14 
Telex: 22085 okio tr. Fax: 90 (1) 141 2808 

Dear Editor: 
Contrary to the assertions of Steve Ilg and Gerry Roach in 
Ilg's interview with Roach, and also in the book review sec-
tion, my understanding was that Roach is, at best, the 
fourth person to succeed at climbing the highest peaks on 
every continent. I have been under the impression that 
Canada's Pat Morrow and Reinhold Messner followed Dick 
Bass in achieving that goal. What gives? 
Rick Sylvester 
Squaw Valley, Calif. 

Dear Editor: 
In response to Rick Sylvester's comments on the race for 
the seven continent summits, I offer the following list with 
names, last continent summit with date of ascent and 
reference. 

Dick Bass, Everest 4/30/85, 1986 AAJ, page 225 
Gerry Roach, Vinson 12/13/85, 1986 AAJ, page 207, 208 
Pat Morrow, Elbrus 7/86, Beyond Everest, page 114 

Pat clearly states that he only reached the East Peak of 
Elbrus in 1983 and returned to climb the West Peak in 
1986. The West Peak of Elbrus is the highest point in 
Europe, not the East Peak. 

Reinhold Messner, Vinson 11/27/86, 1987 AAJ, page 217 
Gerhard Schmatz, Vinson 12/2/86, American Alpine 

News, Jan.-May, 1987, page 19. 
Regarding this business about Carstensz Pyramid and the 
continent of Australasia, I'm not as wise as those lawyer 
guys but it seems to me that continents and islands are 
mutually exclusive. A chunk of land is a continent or an is-
land but not both. Like it or not, Australia is a continent 
and humble Kosciusko is its highest peak. Actually I like 
Kosciusko as it lends a civil note to the seven summits. 
We measure the altitude of peaks from sea level not from 
continental shelves. Where the water starts the debate 
ends. Carstensz Pyramid is the highest peak in the world 
NOT on a continent. It is the highest peak in Oceania, the 
eighth domain. Pat Morrow is clearly the first person to 
climb all eight peaks and Messner is the second person to 
do all eight (1987 AAJ, page 217, 218). 
Regarding Professor Echevarria's information on female 
ascents of Ojos, we are not surprised that Deirdre was 
preceded. Gaston Oryazun proclaimed Deirdre first after a 
careful scan of the summit register which went back to the 

Accessory 
Straps 

Of neoprene-nylon as used in our crampon 
Straps, carefully made with copper belt rivets 
and steel roller buckles. No time limit on our 
guarantee, and postpaid Service. 

For information, send 25 cents to: 
BRUCE BECK, Dept. M 

P.O. BOX 2223 
Santa Barbara, California 93120 USA 
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first ascent. Gaston has climbed Ojos at least four times and 
is one of the foremost mountaineers in Chile. We had no 
reason to disbelieve him. 
When I started climbing, summits were summits, falsies 
were falsies, continents were continents, islands were is-
lands, and first ascents were first ascents. We always knew 
where we stood. The mountains haven't changed, the sport 
has. Remember why you started. 
Gerry Roach 
Boulder, Colorado 

Dear Editor: 
In the November-December issue of Summit, John Rehmer 
writes of disappearing ice on the Mexican Volcanoes. 
Having just returned from my second volcano trip, I can as-
sure Mr. Rehmer that there is no cause for alarm. The ice 
on the "El Ventorillo" Route has returned almost to the con-
ditions described for his 1974 ascent. Only a small section 
of the scree rib above the Teopixcalco Hut remains exposed, 
and the crater lake, though a bright suiphurous green, has 
reappeared. 
There is, however, a much more serious problem with gar-
bage and human feces on the volanoes. Never in all my 
travels have I witnessed such tactless disposal of waste, 
human or otherwise. The worst situation by far is the Oc-
tavio Alvarez Hut on El Pico de Orizaba. There, human ex-
crement is literally all over the place. Hopefully conscien-
tious climbers will take note of this letter and make the ef-
fort to eliminate far away from the huts on all the vol-
canoes. it is only if visitors to these lovely mountains cover 
their own tracks that the growing number of climbers can 
be tolerated by the Mexican National Park System and the 
natural environment. 
Cameron H. Burns 
North Hollywood, CA 

Dear Editors: 
I read the article by Steve Kaiser that you published in the 
Jan. -Feb. issue of Summit and was especially interested in 
the section on pp.  17-18 about my research project. There 
were no "selected trekkers"; rather, any trekker who volun-
teered was automatically included in the study (the data 
from the group of trekkers provided a baseline, with the 
primary focus of the research being of course on the clim-
bers, who went through more testing sessions and at higher 

ON FOOT & FINGER 

Climbing and Walking Cartoons 

By Jim Watson 

Available from: 

Cicerone Press 

2 Police Square, Milnthorpe 

Cumbria, England LA77PY 

altitudes and with more stages per session than the trek-
kers went through, e.g., as described last year in the 
newspaper article about my research on pages Dl and D2 
in the September 12 issue of the Seattle Times). 
Steve wrote his article without any foreknowledge from me. 
Steve was not a member of the research team, he was not 
involved in any aspect of testing the climbers, he will have 
no special access to the findings, he has no scientific exper-
tise that I know of concerning the topic of my research, and 
he spent only a small amount of time at basecamp and did 
not go through the Khumbu Icefall (which, on my way up 
to 21,000 feet on the Western Cwm, I found to be a par-
ticularly enlightening place for gaining insights into the 
stresses faced by the climbers. You should see my photos!). 
Reports about my research are usually written by me, and 
there is no reason I know of that this project should be an 
exception. Moreover, in the case of this particular research 
I feel a kind of obligation to make sure that the climbing 
community does eventually get some feedback about the 
findings, but I also believe that the article should be writ-
ten by someone who has the expertise to write about it ac-
curately. Thus, I was astonished by the final sentence on 
p.18 concerning your expectation that "a complete report 
on this testing will be published in a future issue of Sum-
mit" and wondered who the author will be! 
Thomas 0. Nelson, Professor 
Dept. of Psychology 
University of Washington, Seattle 

When Your Life is on the Line 
Gibbs Ascenders 

Gibbs Ascenders work even if your rope is icy or 
muddy. The smooth toothed cam won't damage 
your rope. Ascenders are available with ultimate 
breaking strengths from 2550 to 7000 lbs. Available 
with no cast parts. Ascenders with cast parts are 
individually pull tested. Sizes for ropes up to 1/2"  
(11mm) and 3/4"(19mm). 

Write for Free Brochure 
GIBBS PRODUCTS 

202 Hampton Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
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scree 
Americans to Explore North 

Peary Land in 1989 
In the summer of 1989, a small 

group of mountaineers and scientists 
will embark on one of the unique ex-
peditions of this century. The 1989 
American North Peary Land Expedi-
tion will be traveling to and exploring 
the end of the Earth, the northermost 
land on our globe, North Peary Land, 
Greenland. 

North Peary Land is a large penin-
sula of about 3,000 square miles on the 
northern coast of Greenland. This 
region holds the unique distinction of 
being the northermost terrestrial 
ecosystem and is the home of the 
world's two northermost mountain 
ranges, the heavily glaciated Roosevelt 
Range and the more isolated and yet to 
be explored H. H. Benedict Range. 

This range's interior is laced with 
spectacular glaciers and is dotted with 
remote peaks. The team, which in-
cludes eight climbers, will attempt 
several summits including the highest 
in the range, "Star Spangled Banner 
Peak." All successful ascents will be the 
First. 

The team will also attempt to make 
the second ascent of Helvetia Tinde, 
highest summit in the Roosevelt Range. 

Expedition members include John 
Jancik, Ken Zerbst, Mark Jenkins, 
Andy Lapkass, Paul Dornisch, Peter 
Pilafian, Dr. Peter Skafte and John 
Scorsine. 

Mazamas Sponsor/Endorse 
Expeditions 

Of interest to those who need assis-
tance with grants or obtaining permits, 
the Mazamas of Oregon have a 
program for sponsorship or endorse-
ment. The Mazamas is America's oldest 
climbing club, having chartered itself 
on the summit of Mt. Hood on June 12, 
1894. Sponsorship supports expedi-
tions wishing to climb in Alaska and 
foreign countries. 

Recent examples of Mazama spon-
sored expeditions are the 1986 1(2 
South Pillar Expedition, the 1987 
North Face Everest Expedition, the 
1988 Hidden Peak Expedition and the 
1988 Northwest American Everest Ex-
pedition. 

Complete information concerning 
expedition assistance is available from 
Mazamas Expedition Committee, 909 
N.W. 19th Avenue, Portland, OR 97209 

Wife Sues in Death of Exum 
Climbing Student 

The wife of a man who died while at-
tending an Exum guides climbing class 
in Grand Teton National Park in 1986 
has sued the guide service, Chouinard 
Equipment and guideJim Bridwell over 
the death. 

Edward Carrinton died of a broken 
neck when he fell during a class near 
Jenny Lake. He had been wearing a 
Culp alpine harness manufactured by 
Chouinard and was being instructed by 
Jim Bridwell of Exum Mountain 
Guides. A government board of inquiry 
stated, "For some unknown reason, Mr. 
Carrington fell out of his climbing har-
ness and fell to his death." 

Jackson Hole News 

REI Continued Climbing Grant 
Program for 1989 

A special grant program to en-
courage instruction in safe climbing 
and mountaineering will again be of-
fered by Recreational Equipment, Inc. 
this year. A total of $10,000 will be 
available for grants, and support may 
be requested in the form of equipment 
or funding. 

The program is a continuation of a 
special REI Climbing Instruction Grant 
the company sponsored last year as 
part of its 50th Anniversary. Grant 
guidelines and applications are avail-
able by contacting Cathy Rigg at RET's 
Public Affairs Department, 206-395-
5957; P.O. Box 88126, Seatle, WA 
98138. Proposal deadlines are the 15th 
of May and August. 

Mountain Rescue Conference 
Scheduled for June 

The 31st Annual Spring Mountain 
Rescue Association Conference will be 
held in or near Tucson, Arizona June 
16, 17 and 18. Hosted by the Arizona 
Region, Conference Committee Chair-
man Marvin C. Stafford says that be-
cause it is very hot in Tucson in June 
much of the activity will be held atop 
nearby Mt. Lemmon, 9,200 feet, at the 
Lunar Planetary Observatory. 

Activities will begin Friday night 
with a demonstration of a technical 
evacuation system involving a modified 
trolley system by the Southern Arizona 
Rescue Association at Tanque Verde 
Falls, a 1,000-foot deep canyon in the 
foothills northeast of Tucson. A night 
helicopter hoist demonstration by 
Davis Monthan Air Force Base is also 
planned. 

Saturday itinerary at Mt. Lemmon 
includes a hands-on workshop in high 
angle rock rescue and/or climbing on 
Rapel Rock, Tracking exercise, multi-
helicopter exhibitions, day hike to 
Shovel Springs, vendor displays and 
lunch in the meadow. Saturday evening 
the Pima County Sheriff's Posse will 
prepare a barbecue steak dinner fol-
lowed by a campfire program by Butch 
Farabee of the National Park Service. 

After the conference, on June 18 
and 19, there will be a trip to a fifth-
class climb on Mount Baboquivari. This 
will involve camping out on Sunday 
night at the base and a climb on Mon 
day. 

For further information and reser-
vations call Marvin Stafford, 602-575-
1497. 

SUMMIT ORDER FORM 
Please enter a subscription to SUMMIT for: 

_$18 One Year _$30 Two Years 

(Foreign subscriptions, $3 extra per year, 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO 

SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine. P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, California 92315 

Name 

Street 

City State _Zip. 
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30( per word 

The MARKETPLACE 

BOOTS & BOOT REPAIR 

Bootmaking: Hiking, ski, technical 
boots and mountain shoes carefully 
handmade and fitted by John W. Cal-
den, P.O. Box 445, Allenspark, CO 
80510. 

EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE 

Climbing, Caving, Rescue Equip-
ment. The most complete selection in 
the country. Free 112-page catalog. 
From ascenders to webbing, we have it 
all. J. E. Weinel, Inc., P.O. Box 213SM, 
Vallencia, PA 16059. 
Mountaineering Hardware. Soft 
goods and more! Free catalog. Write 
Hansen Mountaineering, Inc., 757 
North State, Orem, Utah 84057. 
Titanium Ice Screws made in 
USSR. Diameters and quantities avail-
able as follows, with prices: 22 - 1/2" 
and 42 - 3/4". Prices for both sizes in 
quantities of 1 - 15, $10/each; over 15, 
$8.50/each. Contact 0. Webb, 1050 
Keith Ave., Berkeley, CA 94708. Tel. 
415-524-0333. 
The perfect gift for climbers. Inch 
high sterling climber pin, tie tack, 
pierced earring or charm. $16.50 ppd. 
each. JHMG Art Dept., Box 7477B, 
Jackson, WY 83001. 

GUIDED CLIMBS & 
EXPEDITIONS 

Mt. McKinley Expeditions. Climb 
with experienced professional Mc-
Kinley guides. For brochure, write: 
Rainier Mountaineering, Inc., 535 Dock 
Street, Suite 209, Tacoma, WA 98402. 
Peru Expedition. June 24 for 3 or 4 
weeks. Basecamp operation for 14 days 
in the Quebrade Quilcayhuanca with 
many fine peaks. Later ascend Nevado 
Huascaran (22,205 feet) or hike the 
famous Inca Trail from Cuzco to Machu 
Picchu. Superb scenery, moderate to 
difficult climbing, enjoyable com-
panionship, veteran staffS Inquire: Iowa 
Mountaineers, Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa 
52244. 
Mountaineering Seminars, Climb-
ing and Skiing Expeditions in 
Alaska. For information contact: 
Mountain Trip, Gary Bocarde, Box 
91161, Dept. S, Anchorage, AK 99509. 
(907)345-6499. 

Alpine Experience offers trekking 
and mountaineering programs in the 
Cascades, Himalayas, Andes and 
now the Alps. Write for brochure: Al-
pine Experience, Inc., P.O. Box 503, 
Graham, WA 98338-0503. 
Alpine Experience, Inc. invites you 
to join us on our 1989 expeditions to 
Bolivia, Huascaran, Peak Lenin, 
British Rock, Monta Rosa--Mont Blanc-
-Matterhorn, and Nepal's Dhaulagiri 
I. For complete information: AEI, P.O. 
Box 503, Graham, WA 98338-0503. 
(206)847-8375. 

LITERATURE & VIDEO 
Gaston's Alpine Books - Mountain, 
caving, polarbooks; new and old. New 
Pyrenees guides, Indian Himalayan 
maps. Alpine Club and Himalayan 
Journals. Occasional catalogues. Pay-
ments in dollars. Please write to Brook-
lands, Unicorn Street, Bloxham, OX15 
4PX, England. 
Mountaineering Literature, Jour-
n als, purchased, exchanged. Highest 
prices paid. Complimentary search ser-
vice. Catalogs. Mountainbooks, Box 
25589, Seattle, WA 98125. 
Unbound 1987 SUMMIT issues, $15 
plus $3 postage and handling. Also un-
bound 1988 issues (5 issues), $12 plus 
$3 postage. Send check of money order 
to SUMMIT, P.O. Box 1889, Big 
Bear Lake, CA 92315. 
Basic Rockclimbing Video. Learn 
the fundamentals with one of 
America's best known rock climbers, 
John Long. The first instructional 
video based on the Yosemite Method, 
emphasizing simplicity and safety. 
Filmed on location in Yosemite. "Basic 
Rockciimbing has set a standard that 
will be hard to beat —Climbing. "By far 
the best demonstration of the fun-
damentals . . . all presented in a logical 
well-organized manner and at a good 
pace."—Rock and Ice. Finalist for Best 
Cinematography at the Internation-
al Film and Television Festival of New 
York. Send check for $39.00 + $2.50 
S&H to Vertical Adventures 
Productions, 5000 Pkwy. Calabasas, 
Suite 105, Calabasas, CA 91302. Call 
(818)883-4921 or (213)540-6517 for in-
formation. 
Free Introductory copy. Only infor-
mation source of its kind. Write: 
Wilderness Medicine Newsletter - 
Dept. 5, P.O. Box 496, Conway, NH 
03818. 

ROCK, ICE & WINTER COURSES 
Let's Go Climbing: Michael 
Covington and Fantasy Ridge are now 
accepting reservations for our summer 
through fall rock climbing and moun-
taineering programs. Courses and 
climbs are available for the novice to ex-
pert in the San Juan Mountains of S.W. 
Colorado and the desert areas near 
Moab, Utah. For information, please 
contact: Fantasy Ridge, P.O. Box 1679, 
Telluride, Colorado 81435 U.S.A. Ph # 
(303)728-3546. 
Vertical Adventures offers year-
round climbing instruction and guided 
tours from California's top professional 
guides. Rock climbing courses held 
November through April at Joshua 
Tree, May through October at 
Idyliwild. Summer 1989. Rock climbing 
tours of Great Briton and France, plus 
our fabulous mountaineering trips to 
Chamonix/Zermatt, featuring ascents 
of Mt. Blanc and the Matterhorn. 
Guides include: Peter Croft, Bob 
Gaines, John Long, Mike Paul, Scott 
Cosgrove, Dave Cuthbertson 
(European Director). Free brochure: 
511 South Catalina Avenue, Suite 
Three, Redondo Beach, California 
90277. (213)540-6517. 
Rainier Mountaineering, Inc.--The 
most complete snow and ice climbing 
school in the United States offers 
climbing seminars and summit climbs. 
For brochure, write to: RMI, 535 Dock 
Street, Suite 209, Tacoma, WA 98402. 
AO Mountain Guides. Rock and ice 
climbing instruction. White mountains 
or worldwide. Jim Shimberg, guide. 
(603)224-8359, (603)624-1468. 14 
Badger Street, Concord, NH 03301. 

Interested in really pushing your 
limits? Write or call - SOLID 
ROCK/Climbers for Christ, Box 
366, Yosemite, CA 95389. (209)372-
4794. 
Jackson Hole Mountain Guides 
Climbing School. Yearround oppor-
tunities Grand Tetons, Wind Rivers, 
Joshua Tree, Redrocks, Canyonland, 
Arches & foreign. One to 8-Day Cour-
ses, 2 to 30-Day trips. Expertise train-
ing in all aspects of climbing, moun-
taineering, backcountry travel and 
skiing. Corbet & Glory Teton Huts. Ac-
credited guides, our 20th year. J}IMG, 
Box 7477B, Jackson, Wyoming 83001. 
(307)733-4979. 
Adirondack Alpine Adventures 
Instruction and guiding for rock climb-
ing, ice climbing and backcountry 
skiing. Send for a free Catalog of Cour 
ses describing our extensive offerings. 
Dept. 221, P.O. Box 179, Keene, NY 
12942 (518)576-9881. 
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